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Webster campaigns in Rolla
Roger Amann
Staff Writer

leader for beller education in Missouri.
Webster believes in the policy of
low taxes arid limited regulations on
business. He feels that the state of

Missouri has had a reputation for this
policy and is guarding against any
change. SI. Gov . Mel Carnahan, Web-

see Webster, page 14

Bill Webster's campaign bus
stopped in Rolla this past Tuesday
afternoon for a luncheon and speech
with U.M.R. Republicans. Webster is
running on the Repubican ticket for
governor this November and is currently on his first of three bus trips
across Missouri. Prior to the luncheon, Webster held a roundtable discussion with students and conversed
about the important issues.
An issue which Webstte strongly
opposes is desegregation programs in
SI. Louis and Kansas City. Webster
feels outs tate and suburban school
districts are not ge t~ ; ng their rair share
of the state funds. Webster was a fi rm
supporter of Proposi tion "B" which
would provide more money for eclucation ac ross Missouri. He believes th is
proposition did ·not pass bequse votKevin 810.;;'
ers fcared that the funds would be
di verted. Webster promises to be a Gubernatorial candidate Bill Webster speaks to UMR student s

Bush signs new Higher Education Amendments into law
What are the major provisions of these new financia{ aicf amencfments?
Financial Aid
SOURCE
On July 23, 1992, President Bush
signed into law the Higher Education
Amendments of 1992. This article
prepared by UMR' s Student Financial
Aid Office reviews some of the major
provisions o f the Higher Education
Amendments of 1992:
Federal Pell Grant Program
"Subject to Appropriations" the
authorized maximum Pell Grants will
be as follows:
53,700 for
53,900 for
$4,100 for
$4.300 for
$4,500 for

1993-94 academic year
1994-95 academic year
1995-96 academic year
1996-97 academic year
1997-98 academic year

Annual Limitsl Effective Date
$2625 (Freshman) I Currently
53500 (Sophomore)/ Loans on or
after 7/1/93
$5500 (Other Undergrads.)/ Loans on
or after 7/1/93
$8500 (Graduates & Professional Students)/ 10/1/93 (Periods of
Enrollment)
Aggregate Loan Limits
$23,000 - Undergraduates
$65 ,500 - Undergraduate &
Graduate combined
Interest Rate
Annual variable based on 91-Day TBill + 3.10 capped at 9% (for loans
with first disbursement made to new
borrowers on or after 10/1/92)
Origination Fee 5%

The minimum Pell Grant will be $400. . Unsubsidjzed Federal Stafford Loan

fumm
Subsidized Federal Stafford Loan

fu.wm

Some terms & conditions as Subsidized Stafford Loan Program ~

J{ow wi{{ these amencfments effect stucfents?

that the borrower is responsible for
Jody Luksich
interest that accrues while he/she is in
Staff Writer
school.
Unsubsidized Federal Stafford
Loan Programs are open to students
who may not qualify for regular subsiSo President Bush signed into law
dized Stafford Loans or may qualify the Higher Education Ammendments
for only partially subsidized Stafford of 1992 that will allow more students
Loans. U nsubsidized Federal Stafford to be eligible for fmancial assistance.
Loans are effective for loans made for The fmal bill is not yet available to the
periods of enrollment beginning on or public, but afterreading the highlights
of the major provisions and talking to
after 10/1 /92.
a counselor at the fmancial aid office.
Ithink that some of the "provisions"
"Independent" Student Defmition
need to be examined more ciosely.
Beginning with 1·993-94 academic
year, a student must meet one of the
The frrst provision states that
following criteria to be classified as an "subject to appropriations" the maxiindependent student: 24 years of age or mum Pell Grants will be $3.700 for the
older, orphan/ward of the court, a vet- 1993-94 academic year. "Subject to
eran. a graduate or professional stu- Appropriations," according to Robert
dent, be married, have legal depend- Whites. a counselor at the fmancial aid
ents or be classified as independent office, means that if Congress doesn't
under "professional judgment" by the appropriate enough funds the maxifmancial aid office.
mum Pell Grants may notbe$3,700. If
it's up to Congress todecide how much
the Pell Grants will be. it's up to us to
see Provisions, page 14 elect Congressmen who will appropriate enough money for the Pell Grants.

Reorganization of the Stafford
Loan Program is the second major
provision of the ammendments, and
one that is being highly publicized.
They have m ade Stafford Loans available to students whose need has already been mel. For instance, a junior
whose need, according to the needs
analysis form. is $2.000 for the 199394 school year can get a subsidized
stafford loan for $2,000 and an unsubsidized stafford loan for $3;500 for a
total of $5.500. which is the armuallr
an limit for a junior. What the provision doesn't tell us is what the interest
rate will be for the unsubsidized loans .
'!1le third major provision is the
provision that will influence a large
number of students. It defmes an
'1ndependent Student." "A student
must meet one of the following criteria
to be classified as an Independent
Student: 24 years of age or older.
orphan/ward of the court, a veteran. a
graduate or professional student. 1:-,:

see Changes, page 2
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pitting the Test of General Education De-

2:30 pm. StuCa lawyer/Walnut

velopment (GED).

Fina ncia l Aid

5:00 pm. Blue Key Mtg./2I6 ME

high school graduating class or have

achieved a composite score on the Gencllli

6:00 pm. Spelunkers Club Mgt.

Education Developmen t (GED) test that is

UMR. ROLLA

Nex t
Wed nesd ay

AIR

FORCE

ROTC

SCHOLAR· SHIP OPPORTUN ITIES
Rolla, MO· The University of Mi ssouri·Rolla
Air Force ROTC is accepting applications for
three and four year scholarships that pay full or

6:00 pm Wesley Mgt.

partial college tution.
The scholarships are designed for high school

6:00 pm.ElA Kappa Nu Mgt./IOI EE

seniors or graduates who ha\'e not enrolled as
full·time college students. Scholarships pay

6:00 pm. The UMR Juggling Cub invites you to

incidental and lab fees, provide -textbook allo·
vances and a S100 monthly allowance, and are

join them at the Hockey Puck before they come
apart.

awarded on indi\'idual merit as opposed to finan·
cial need.

7:00 pm Callege Republicans MgL!G·9 H·SS

Interested students should appl y now for
considen.tion. Dec. 1 is the deadline for applica.

7:00 pm. Association of General Contractors

tions. The)' may be obtained from local Air Force
recruiters or high school guidance councelors, or

Mg'JIl4 CE

by calling Capt. Steve Morrese, UMR Air Force

7:00 pm. SUB: Bob Harris Lecture on JFK

ROTC

104/ME

detachment. at 314·341·654 1.

ROLLA AREA BUSINESS AND PROFES·

7;00 pm. Amer, Inst. of Chemjcal Engineers

: SIONAL WOMEN SCHOLARSHIPS.

MgL/G-301 em.

- Must rank in the top ten (10) of his or her

8:00 pm. Koppl Kappa Psi MgL/I25 OlE
8:00 pm. Student Activiy Fee Board

Mgt./Walnut

Rolla, MO. The Rolla Area Business and Profes·
sional Women's Club is offering two scholarships

of S500 to women enroll.d for the 1993 Spring

Sem~ter. The scholarship is designed to encour·

married. have legal dependents, or be
classified as independent under 'pro·
fessional judgement' by the fmancial
tion by the deadline.
aid office." Professional judgemen t is
satisfactory
maintain
must
en
- Upperclassm
t made by a panel of staff at
judgemen
academic degree progress according to
the University a student attends. Each
the standards of the elegible institution of
school sets its own criteria for inde- .
higher education to be elegiblefora renewal
pendence classification. If you switcl\
scbolal'$hip award; and
schqols you must also meet their
criteria. Themajor criteriona t UMR is
of
COUJ'5C
a
in
full·time
• Must be enrolled
a statement from your parents saying
study at an elegible institution of higher
that they have not provided any supeducation leading to teacher certificate.
port for you in the last two years. After
Appllcatlon Deadline: October 1, 1992.
providing the proper paperwork it is up
to the panta irom the univet'sity to
decide whether they will declare you
independent. So all those undergraduWANT TO WATCH THE NEWS
ate students who have been patiently
IN YOUR NATIVE LANGUA GE?
waiting for those two critical years to
recognized by the state. or nationally.

- Submit a completed scholarship applict

(OR PRACTIC E A LANGUA GE
YOU'RE STUDYIN G?)
News broadcasts from the following
countries may be viewe'd weekdays in
Room 202 or 203 of the UMR library
(if the room is unoccupied). See the
library secretary for a key to either
room , 8:00 am - 4:30 pm. After 4:30
pm. ask at the circulation counter.

age women to advance their career goals through
continuing education-w heter they are currently

8:00 pm. Cycling Club MgL!2l0

pursuing a degree, returning to the

McNutt

worle. force after a long4mn absence, orare in the
proceso of changing careers,

9:00 pm. Newman Mas.

Thu rsda y

Elegibility requirements:
• Must be a resident of Phelps, IXnt, Maries
or Pulaski Counties ,
• At least 2S years of age.

Frid ay

---3:30 pm. UMR Trap and Skeet Club (white
building behind the library), Want to learn to
shoot a gun safel y and re'lieve stress? You don ' t
have to have your own gun ,

Satu rday

• Enrolled at an accredited educational insti
tution. The scholarship will be awarded on
the basis of fmancial need and the development of
a specific plan for using the scholarship to ad·
vance their career goals.
Application deadline: Seplember 30, 1992.

Missouri CoordlnaUn g Board for Higher
Education Paul Douglas Teacher Scholarship
Program.

Sun day
----Mon day

The Paul Douglas Teacher Scholarship Program
(PDTSP) is a fedeQlJ y funded program that is
administered by ll1e Missouri Coordin ating Board
for Higher Education (CBHE) to provide college
scholarships to outstanding high schaol graduates

8:00 am France
8:30 am Israel
9:00 am Taiwan
9:30 am Mexico
10:30 am Japan
11:30 am Japan (Bilingual)
12:00 pm Russia
1:00 pm Germany
2:00 pm France
2:40 pm Sweden
3:00 pm Lithuania
3:30 pm Latvia
4:00 pm Egypt
4:30 pm China
5:00 pm China
5:30 pm Croatia
6:00 pm Italy
7:00 pm Brazil
8:00 pm Algeria
8:30 pm Slovenia
9:00 pm Yugoslavia
0:00 pm Canada
0:30 pm Armenia
1:00 pm Armenia
1:30 pm Iran

7:to pm. UMR Fall

sm.. "Hop. and Glory".

\'Ite nonprofit preschool. elementary or stcon· .
dary "hoot, or educational programs.

Ei..lllbility Requlnmenls

Mil .. Auditorium. Mechanical En,inecrina
Buildin,. Adrniuion by Season ticket or 53.00 al

• Must be a U.s. Citizen or In elegible Non·

the door.

- MWl be a m idmt of Missouri , accord in, to

ci1izen.

pass can now start waiting to turn 24 or
get ready to do business with the
mighty university staff. Unless, of
course, you can find someone to marry
or talk your parents into orphaning
you.
The fifth and fmalmajo rprovision
says that students will not have to
provide as in"ch infOlmatioJl as mute
past when completing the ACT/FFS
form. One example Mr. Whites gave
me is that parents may not have to
report home values and home debts.
These provisions outline an issue
that affects all of us. As the results of
these anunendments unfold it will be
up to us to let the Congress and President Bush (if he's still around) know
how we feel about their decisions.
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CO'n servative corner
The war inwhatwas once Yugoslavia drags on, no closer to resolution
than before. Dictators crush their
people's hopes in Iraq, in Syria, in
North Korea, in China. But don't expect the United States to do anything
about these horrors. The mere suggestion that we should try brings a resounding chorus from the powersthat~be: "America cannot be the
world's policeman."
To which I ask: why not?
Let us consider a basic moral axiom: if one has the power to prevent an
evil, but fails to do so, then one shares
the guilt of that evil. No rational and
ethical human being would argue with
this. Why then is there such resistance
to applying it to nations as well as
individuals?
Cost is th~ most common argument. Supposedly we cannot afford
the defense establishment necessary to
be a world policeman. But this is
nonsense. Of course we could afford it,
if we stopped wasting hundreds of
billions of dollars annually on welfare
and regulatory programs which help
no one but the bureaucrats. If we
passed real welfare reform (as opposed to the bells-and-whistles currently being touted by certain politicians) we could DOUBLE the defense
budget and still reduce the national
debt.
Then there is the argument that we
should not intervene in another nation's "internal affairs." Since this
argument is advanced by the same
people who called for sanctions
against South Africa, it is a little hard
to take seriously. But let me propose
an analogy: suppose you walk down
the street and hear, through an open

-
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happens to real people than did Stalin
or Mao.
,
TIte blood of those fifty million lies
on their hands as much as on the dictators' . Someday, if there is any justice
in this world, they will be held accountable.
In the meantime, the suffering goes
on. And we do nothing.
Rob Hobart

It's just not right
It's just not right. What you ask?
Well, before I indulge into this controversial topic, let me clarify a few
points. I will allempt to refrain from
basic ravings and will try to remain
intellectually professional. These
views are my own and are in no way
associated with the views of the MISSOURI MINER. With that stated I will
begin.
Homosexuality. That is not right.
How can any sane person justify this
act as natural, moral and acceptable?
Folks, it just isn't right! Now let me
avoid rantings and focus on specific
issues.
The city of New York has placed as
required reading material for first
graders, books that condone homosexuality! First graders! How can you
justify this?!? Supporters say that it is
not necessarily saying this is right,
only that it is happening. This they say
will ease future discrimination over
sexual choice. Maybe so, but who

wants their first grader reading about
·"Heather's Two Mommies" or
"Daddy's Roommate?" Is this_what
young minds should be told is correct,
natural and acceptable? Heaven forbid
that this is how we shall shape and
mold our children.
Homosexuality should not be condoned , should not be accepted, should
not be taught as a .natural choice for
people to make. The fact of the matter
is , is that in no way is the act of '
homosexuality normal. Reproduction
is possible in only heterosexual activities. If it was meant to be otherwise,
then it would be. Now ,you can say this
is narrow minded or whatever you
would like to say. But, the truth is selfevident.
I was called Homophobic by an
individual. Listen, I am not scared of
any homosexual! Those people who
condone these acts are just like their
counterparts of the free-love, freethink, free-self generation. Do what

you want and anybody who disagrees
with you is wrong, a fascist, or suffers
from some kind of phobia. Well,
people, maybe you are wrong. Maybe
you should be woken up and forced to
look at what is right and what is wrong.
Maybe morals shou ld once again be
common place in ones self. The fact th at someone ch_ooses the
homosexual life is proof that they are
sick. So be it. There are many people
suffering from many illnesses. Do
Not!! I repeat do not try and force your
beliefs on me or my children. The
thought of a homo;exual in ille ~si
tion of a teac!l.er IS repulsive at best.
We all know that teachershelpto~old
our young ones and the thought that
our children will grow up and look at a
role model and see that that person is a
homosexual is apalling.
Where is our nation headed?
Where is our world headed? ft's really
a shame if you think about it.
Tom Brown
Editor-in-chief

:~~~i~i~!~~!~~~_~~~~NTH8~L9,W<;AL ANI} MYTHOLOGICAL THOUG~T: CHA~~~E~,~.:
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Tracy Thome graduated fourth in
his class in Officer Candidate school
and was selected to be a part of the
V.S.N avy' s "Top Gun" program for its'
best fighter pilots. Tracy is now appealing a discharge issued after he
refused to resign his commision - for
being homosexual.
Department of Defense directive
1332.14 states " Homosexuality is incompatible with military service."
The main concern raised was a fear
that relationships between soldiers
would impair their performance of
military duty. When asked on Larry
King Live why Tracy had performed
so well the military representative said
Tracy's sexuality had never been a
concern until his disclosure on Nightline (May 19, 1992). The issue of duty
perfonrumce is really the last wall
between Tracy and his reinstatement.

~

window, your neighbor beating his
wife and children. Is it wrong to go in
and rescue them? Of course not. And
the same holds true for nations.
In the last fifty years the dictatorships of this world have slaughtered
bener than fifty million innocent
people, and reduced hundreds of millions more to lives of misery, horror,
and oppression. They could all have
been saved. We could have saved
them. We calUlot plead ignorance; the
information was there for anyone who
sought it. We cannot plead lack of
means; we were a superpower
throughout that period. In this century
the United States has disposed of the
greatest power for good that any nation
has been priviledged to possess ... and
to our everlasting shame, we failed to
use it.
Why? Because throughout those
fifty years our nation - our government, our news media, our entire intellectual elite - has been dominated by
Leftists. Because these Leftists are so
ullerly bankrupt of ethics, of res pons ibility, of courage that they would not
know a moral imperative if it came up
and hit them on the head. Because, for
all their loudly expressed sympathy
with the underpriviledged of the
world, they no more care what actually

I'

-

who support 1332.1 4 believe homosexuals are irtherently permiscuous,
insubordinate,and that homosexuals
will harrass heterosexuals once the
discrimination is lifted. These three
stereotypes are not true. Ironically
some stereotypes (also based on ignorance) are gay positive, such as the
perception that lesbians are the toughest, most dedicated fighters. I know
some heterosexual women whom I
admire for a tenacity equal to that of
any lesbian I've met.
It's time for us to reject the stere-

otypes, all of them, for beyond the
stereotypes we frnd an American hero
who personifies the best of our ideals .
Think about how much Tracy gave up.
The magnitude of his sacrifice can be
found in fiction and fable, but seldom
in real life. 1332.14 should be overturned, and Tracy should be reinstated.
It's time for America to recognize her
The impaired performance mrt~ is second son.
William Oechent based on stereotyp:~._ p'e!~'Ps ~s.?~:t ~
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Library hosts series of workshops
Library
SOURCE

Use of computer-based information system in the UMR Library is the
focus of a series of workshops to be
held this semester at the Curtis Laws
Wilson Library. The workshops are
open to all interested faculty, students,
and staff.
Introduction to CD-Rom Indexes
This workshop will focus especially on PToQuest, and index to both
general interest and academic periodicals that provides full-text access to
many of the articles themselves.
Emphasis will be on ways to approach
subject searching. A printed guide
will be provided, as well as hands-on
experience. Dates are as follows:
-Sept 23 (Weds)
Oct 8 (Thurs)
Oct 19 (Mon)
Nov 3 (Tues)
Nov 18 (Weds)
Dec 3 (Thurs)

Compendex-Plus Workshops
The Compendex-Plus workshops
should be especially helpful for students and faculty in engineering and
related fields . Compendex-Plus, the
CD-ROM version of Engineering Index, is an ' important source of engineering literature, indexing articles
from over 4500 journals annually, as
well as conferences, symposiums,
.proceedings, and technical reports.
Workshops are offered in both Menu
and Command modes.
Compendex-Plus Menu Mode
workshops guide users through approaches to searching Easy Menu,
focusing on search strategies and providing hands-on experience in searching the database. A step-by-step
printed guide to searching is included.
Dates are as follows :
Sept'22 (Tues)
Oct 7 (Weds) .
Oct 22 (Thurs)
Nov 9 (Mon)
Nov 23 (Mon)
Dec 2 (Weds)

Compendex-Plus
Command
Mode workshops cover advanced
techniques of searching using special
commands for faster, more comprehensive retrieval. A printed guide
explaining commands and strategies
will be provided. Attendance at an
earlier workshop on Compendex -Plus
Menu Mode is recommended. Dates
are as follows :
Sept 29 (Tues)
Oct 14 (Weds)
Oct 29 (Thurs)
Nov 16 (Mon)
Dec I (Tues)
All workshops begin at 4:00 pm.
They should last45 minutes to an hour,
with more time for using the systems if
one is interested. Groups will be limited to a minimum' of four people and
a maximum of eight. To sign up for a
workshop, stop by the Reference Desk
at the library or call ext. 4007. Other
times, including evening sessions, can
be arranged for groups by contacting
Janet McKean at ext. 4007.

Toastmasters hosts open house

~
News Services
SOURCE

house to inform the public about the
benefits of joining a Toastmasters
University Orators, Club 4626 of Internation"l club.
Toastmasters International, will host
University Orators, which was
an open house at noon Monday, Sept. founded in 1987, is the newest of three
28 , in the Missouri Room of Univer- Toastmasters clubs in Rolla. University Center-East on the University of sity Orators meets every Monday at
Missouri-Rolla campus .
noon in the Missouri Room of UMR' s
The meeting is open to the public , University ·Center'East.
For more information about the
and refreshments will be served.
People wanting to improve their pub- open house or about Toastmasters,
lic-speaking skills are encouraged to contact Julie Binder, University Orators president, at 341-5424 (home) or
attend.
Toastmasters International is a 341-0999 (office). Or contact Negaa
non-profit educational organization A1begarni, University Orators vice
dedicated to helping its members president for membership, at 341improve their public speaking,leader- . 5424 (home).

Perot to be on Missouri ballot
Betty Sachtleben
SOURCE

Graduate student spends summer in South Africa
-------------K,C,Snyder
Staff Writer
--------------

Hank Rawlins, a graduate student
inmetaUurgical engineering, accepted
a summer job offer last summer to
work at a platinum nlme in South
Africa. The company, Johannesburg
Consolidated Investments, was owned
by a large British corporation. The
recruiters for JCI in the past have
consistently visited only five universities in the U.S. They typically look for
mining, metallurgical, and chemical
engineers, as well as geologists.
JCI has five mining houses in
South Africa. Hank Raw!ins worked
at the Amandelb.\Iilt platinum-producing mine during his three-month work
session, from May to August 1992.
South Africa contains some of the
world's richest mineral deposits. The
platinum mine produces some of south
Africa's platinum, which comprises
7Q% of the world's production. Unlike in the U.S. where most mining is
done by drills ..The ore is still mined by
hand by the native mine workers because the cost of labor is very low.
Rawlins worked above ground in
the ore processing department, where
part of his job is was to extract the six
ppm of platinum from the ore
(amounting to six or seven grams per
English ton). The ore often had to be
hauled out of mine shafts that were
. usually 4000 feet in depth, where
temperatures could reach 140 deg. F.
As a metallurgical engineer Rawlins
had to do statistics quite often, but
there was only one 286SX computer to
work on, so his HP pocket calculator
often camc in handy. MB ~st. of hiS
coworkers come from ntalll, yet

there were a couple of others trom
Czechoslovakia, Finland, and Poland.
The pay wasn't much (about $400 per
month after taxes of 40%), but all the
expenses, including airfare, were already paid. In his spare time and vacation periods , Rawlins often went sightseeing in the more scenic parts of the
country in [ile mild winter weather
which ranged from 40 degrees in the
morning to 75 degrees in the afternoon .
"It was definitely the best work
experience of my Iifc" said Rawlins.
Prof. John Witson of the Mining
Engineering d~partment recalled from
thirty years ago his experience in
South Africa as a graduate from a
British mining school:" O' we didn't
go there for the money, they went there.
for the experience .... the mining business was a 'boys club ... '
The office of placement and coooorationTrainingreportsthatJCIhas
recently shown interest in utilizing the

office' s services, possibly within a
year. "The students [Hank Rawlins
and Fred Tullman, a mining engineering student who also went) were outstanding representatives," said Jamie '
Archer, the Interview Di.rector of
Placement and Cooporation Training,
"so the company is interested in developing a working relationship with the
Placement and Cooporation Office."
"The South African minmg companies know what they're looking for
when they come to interview students
at U.S. Universities, and they have
found a few of those people here at
UMR," says Wilson, commentary on
international recruitment efforts. He
also gives a word of advice to prospective mining engineers: "The modem
mining industry is very milch an international business. Today's graduates
may miss many invaluable opportunities if they limit their job prospects to
local companies."

KntnBlggortl

Hank Rawlins, a grad.student. worked in South Africa this summer.

ship and communication skills. University Orators is hosting the open

Jefferson Clty- Texas billionair
Ross Perot will be a candidate for
President on the November 3rd ballot
in Missouri, Secretary of State ,Roy
Blunt announced on Friday, August
28, 1992.. Perot is currently certified
on the Presidential hallots in 36 states
according to media accounts and Perot
petition circulators have collected
enough signatures to appear on the
ballot in 8 other state:; and in the District of Columbia, and are currently
making efforts to he on the ballot in the
remaining eight states,.

he.gets may very well have an impact
on who Missourians choose for Presi. dent. In a closely contested election,
even a small percentage of votes going
to a third party candidate could change
the outcome of the election."
"Recent polls have suggested that
Perot would get about eight percent of
the vote in this state. Our straw poll at
the state fair shows Perot getting about
13 percent of the votc. Ross Perot will
be a factor in the November election in
Missouri ."
Blunt pointed out that George
Bush carried Missouri by only 4 percentage points in 1988. A small percentage of votes going to a third candidate that year could have affected the
election.

Blunt said, however, that independent and third-party candidates for
President have met with mixed results
in the state. In the last election, Lenora
Fulani of the New Alliance Party got
less than 1/2 of a percent of the total
vote cast for President in Mo. In 1980,
John Anderson received nearly 4 percent of the vote. In 1969, American
Independent candidate George WalTo be on the ballot an independent lace received 11.4 percent of the vote
candidate has to collect signatuies of in the state, and in 1912, Theodore
registered voters equal to the two per- Roosevelt of the Progressive Party
cent of the voters in the last general received 17.8 percent of the vote.
election for Governor in five of Mis"It is too early to predict how much
souri's nine Congressional districts.
support Ross Perot gets in this state,"
"There is no question that Ross Bluntsaid. "It is even more difficult to
Perot wants to be, and will be, a candi- predict whether Perot hurts Bush or
date for President in Missouri in No- Clinton more by appearing on the balvember," Blunt said. "As late as lot. However, he will be ar. c.mion for
August 20, Mr. Perot sent a letter to me some people who want to register a
expressing his desire to appear on the protest vote, or who are not favorably
ballot. TItis is the second time that impressed with the candidates of eiPerot has flied official papers with our ther party, and it may very well be we
office requesting to be placed on the haven't heard the last from Ross Perot
ballot since his much publicized with- on this election. By having his name
on the ballot he could affect the elecdrawal in July."
tion by either actively campaigning
"Whatever his motives are, Ross 'for President or endorsing one of the
Perot is likely to affect the outcome of ot~er candidates running for Presi·
the election in this state, and the votes dent."
Blunt said Perot backers collected
the required 23,802 signatures of registered voters to have the independent
candidate' s name on the ballot along
with George Bush and Bill Clinton.
Perot backers turned in more than
140,000 signatures and collected well
in excess of the number of required
signatures.
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It isjust a question of
First of all, lets say that the head
prayer person happened to be of the
pentecostal persuation. Does this
About a wed. ago I noticed a few mean that my female professor that
flyers up around campus for an organi- has her hair cropped short and doesn't
. set! "pray iri" on campus called See always wear a dress will not receive
You At The pole. Out of curoisity and some sort of extra guidance when
my fascination :-vith people that take preparing our lecture for next week?
religion serious, I stopped by the flag The pentecostal god likes his worshippole at noon to see what the deal was. pers that are women to have long hair
About forty-fiv~ people were circled and dresses on. The pentecostal people
up around the flag praying. ~fter they ' believe they are following the only
completed their prayer i talked to a few
true religion.
of the people; including the head
Second, let's suppose the head
prayer person. It seems that this was a prayer person wasn't a pent.ecostal at
nationwide ' event organised as an
all, but a right wing baptist. Does this
interdenominational get together so
mean that because I speak in tongues
people could pray for their schools,
and clap after somebody sings at my
professors, and country. Upon asking
church that I won't. get some special
, the head prayer who they were praying
power of memory,for my next exam?
to, he iriformed me that it was Christ:
The baptists don't speak in tongues
I imagine, since fue event was interdeand usually have a very dry, well
nominational, thatthere was a pleasant
rounded hour long service once a
varieiy of Baptists, presbyterians,
week. The baptist people believe they.
catholics, etc ... ~eviewing this inforare following the only true religion '.
mation,I formed a few questions in my
mind.
James Barlles

KoryBakken

S(aff Writer

Staff Writer
As your organizations probably' already know, there will be a cash incentive for J:ntering a cudgel in thi~ year'
s St. Pat', s festivities. $500 will be
given to the first six organizations to
reserve an entry for the contest after a
succesful showing at this year' s
Gonzo & Games. There is a correction '
for the rules. You must not have a
listing of St. Pat, and his Court on the
cudgel due to the time difficulties that
presents. We .are sorry for that 'error.
For !TIore information on the cudgel
contest, or to reserve an entry, 'contact
KaT)' Bakken ~t Kappa.Alpha, phone #
364-4841. Or contact Rich Roland of
Thomas Jefferson Residence Hall,
phone # 364'7452.
The annual Crop Walk to
relieve world hunger is coming up this
Sunday, September 27. Get a hold of a
St. Pat' s junior representative and
give what.yo!' can: Also, your participation in the Crop Walk would be
greatly appreciated. It is a walk around
Rolla that will kick off at the Hockey
Puck at one 0' clock in the afternoon:
We hope to see you there.
Also, something else will be
kicking off the following morning at
the flockey Puck. That's righi! The.
Green is back, and it's the Best Ever!
Make sure you come by and visit us at
the Puck and grab a few shirts while
they're still left !

Tsunami performs -t

UMRForum

reli~ion

Third, assuming the head prayer
person was a christian scientist, what
will become of our country if George
Bush (hypocrite-rich-reading-liparistrocat) takes aspirin every .once in
a while? Does this mea!lhe wi~ n,?tget
the rigljt celestial wisd9m 8I)d launch a _
nuclear attac,k on Australia t.olJlqrrow. , ,
The christian scien,tists don't believe
in taking medicine and also believe
they are following the one true religion.
, 'Finally, what if I hadbe~'thehead
prayer perso~. Would the g~y t!tarsi,tS
next to me flunk because he-didfi:t
listen to Frank Zappa while he 'waS
:studying this semester? I listen to .
'Frank Zappa and believe I am following the only true religion.
I guess what this all cOJ!les down .
to is who, if anybody, is-going lo~get
"the big payoff' when they die. There
are so many religi.ons and so many
interpretati.ons of god, there is!lO way
to tell for sure. Yet people still say that
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.Denver band plays this weekend to' students
Dear Students, '

Student questions and comments will be evaluated by an ASUM
student committee. Three letters will
be selected and passed to me for consideration. I will answer one question,
respond to OIiestudentcommentorrun
one letter in full each week.
ASUM and theMiner are to
be commended for making this opportunity possible. I hope you agree and
will take advantage of the efforts being
made, by these valuable student organizations. Please let me hear your
questions and comments.
Sincerely,

It is my pleasure to work
with the Associated Students of the
University of Missouri and the Missouri Miner to provide opportunities
for UMR students to ask questions
about UMR in. a question and answer
forum to be carried in each issue of the
Miner. We believe such a format will
offer students the opportunity t<;> rai~e
questions on a variety of subjects and
to create a public exchange in areas of
current student interest .. The weekly
feature will be called "UMR Forum" ,
and will offer the opportunity for
UMR students at the, undergracluate Wendell R. Ogrosky
and graduate levels to participate. We Vice Chancellor fo.r Student Affairs
'Will attempt to answer questions, respond to comments and occasionally
10.. .
feature fullleners from students.
'... ,
~J

Founded in 1987, Tsunami is com- Sports and at the World Alpine Skiing
posed of a dedicated group of fO.ur" Championships . in Vail, Colorado.
Source
musicians. Keyboardist Robert Sch; University appearances'have included
The Student Union Board will be wel- . lesinger and percussiorilst Brad Evil- ' Denver University, Kansas - State,
coming the return of Tsunami on Parsizer have been with the band.since its 'Northwest Missouri State, and' a perent' s Day, Saturday, September 26th
inception. New in the line -up this formance three years ago here ' at
at 8:00 pm in Castleman Hall. Called
yearare Neil Haverstick on guitar and UMR.
"One of Denver's honest groups," by
Gameron Skinner on bass. A track
Denver Magazine" Tsunami will cap
from Tsunami' s first album, "Pet Tick"ts for the perfo'!llance will b
the day's activities with a stellar perWorld", won second pri~e at the 1988 available in the SUB o.ffice, 2) 8,1,Jni
formance of original jazz fusion. TsuAmerican Songwriter' s Festival. versity Center West, 1>egining Mon- Their 1989 album "Work in Progress" day, Sept. list. Student tickets , ar
nami (which means "tidal wave" in
received national radio airplay, and fRE~ with a valid UMR 1. D. Parents
Japanese) lists rock, rhythm & bllies,
and classical music as all being influtheir third recording, "Who Is It?" h~> and guests wishing to attend should
ential to their song writing. The Denwon critical acclaim from jazz ""thu: have reserved tickets by returning th
siasts sinc'e its June 1991 release.
car(l they received in their Parent's
ver band has performed throughout
Tsunami has headlined at both the Day inailiil'g. Don't miss ~t1t on this
Midwest and, was nomonated for
Breckenridge and Winter Park jazz show -' another exciting eve nt brough
"Campus Entertainer of the Year" by
the National Association of Campus
festivals in C;oIQrad<,i, 8J1d were J~: ,to r ou b th<: ,S~~;;, ~ UI3~?n B,o~~ :
1
At iivities.
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, Some of the 'life and times of Graham Johnstone
James Parsons
Staff Writer
Graham Johnstone feels cheated b)
the period of time he was born to live
in. When he was very young, he
wished he lived either several hundred
years before so that he could have
explored the uncivilized New World,
or several hundred years later so thaI
he could have enjoyed advanced space
travel. But, as he grew older and tasted
some of what the contemporary world
offered, and realized that he would
soon have to eam his own living, he
quickly recognized his original folly
and simply began to complain that he
hAd not been born just a few decades
earlier. He looked upon thC'l950's and
the 1960's and saw a time when people
with a simple undergraduate degree,
or less, could make a great deal of
money while working their way up a
company as it itself expanded. Actu,
ally, as.an aspiring young conservative
businessman, he yeamed for the huge
economic growth 'rates and liberal
spending stream of the 1980's. And,as
.a single young man he craved the
extravagance of the lifestyle: the easy
and noncommital contacts with
women, drugs, and exciting new consuiner goods. "

But as each day marched past and
brought him nearer to college graduation in the 1990's, he resentfully
accepted that he must somehow
struggle through what he saw as terribly depressed and restrictively safetyconscious times. He joined an organisation of international business and
politics oriented students at his university, but this only gave him minimal satisfaction. In his next to lasl
semester he began to exchange letters
with students in other countries in
similar clubs, although he was limited
to corresponding with those foreigners
who could read and write in English.
He warned them to no longer look
toward America as a source of unbounded opportunities. Instead he
suggested that perhaps Europe; was the
new frontier of possibility. That, he
wrote, was where he intended to seek
his fortune, although he had never
been there, and was not too enthused
by the prospect. His letters were not
very well written, and their tone so
enervating that he received few replies. And the response that did slowly
trickle back to him were more poorly
written than his, and he took them for
simple writing excercises by people
with a very shaky command of the
language. The fact that his college
,level pen pals had not bothered to Ie am

the language before responding only
increased his dim and narrow view of
the state Of things.
He spent the Christmas holiday
before his last semester in college at
home, working in a temporary position at a job he had held in past summers. He was left alone at his parent's
house as they were fmally able to take
a work oriented vacation in an inviting
southerly latitude. He was bored the
majority of the time because most of
boyhood friends had moved away or
were themselves vacationing elsewhere.
His mother had stocked the refrigerator with plenty for him to eat during
their absence. Preparing the meals was
such a tedious and time consumig task
to him, though, that he usually tried to
pick up something at a fasl foodrestaurant. Rarely did he stop at such a fast
food restaurant, though, without the
gnawing fear that perhaps his only job
opportunities after graduation would
be in such a place, unless, he thought,
the economy somehow, mysteriously
improved. His mind would immmediately flash to an interview with a polyester clad, paper hatted pimply young
assistant manager of a man only a few
years older than himself. Aithough the
interview would be degrading enough
in itself, he imagined· the worst pain
•• ~

")1

,,0;.

being delivered some time later when
he found out he got the job. And there
he would be stuck, Graham Johnstone,
with no higher purpose awaiting him
than feeding hungry hum~ beings.
Eventually, though, he was able to
spare himself of these ugly images,
because in a few days time he tired of
the somewhat similar taste that all fast
food shares. He had not eaten so much
to be repulsed by it, but simply burned
out enough that it made trying to
decide what kind to get, out of the
innumerable abundance of choices,
too .difficult. So instead, on the flfst
night of this dilemma, he was going
hungry at home trying to decide what
to do, when a friend called who had
just returned from skiing: The two of
them decided quickly to go out, and
soon his belly was sufficiently full of
beer to take his mind off the hunger.
The next day his spirits were
buoyed by the anticipation of a party
he had been invited to for that night,.
Finally, he thought, he had something
tolook forward to soon. He knew there
would be a lot of single women at the
party, plus many old friends he had not
seen in a long time, and there was some
talk that another friend who had just
inherited some money would probably
be covertly, although freely, dishing.
out lines of coke. Once hom~ from

work, as he was preparing for the
evening, he wlis again confronted with
the inconvenient need to eat, which
had evolved into a hearty and healthy
appetite. He was so excited by the
prospect of the party th.at he overlooked the effort inherent in preparing
the meal and went for the refrigerator.
He pulled open the top freezer ~d
scanned the inner door rack for a microwaveable frozen dinner. In his
haste he failed to notice the large
family value pack of chicken thighs
slide out of the overcrowded freezer
until one end of the solidly frozen
package landed directly on the big toe
of his bare left foot, cracking it. He was
not able to attend the party that night
due ,to the pain. Instead, he spent the
evening trying to console himself by
writing a letter to a fellow student in
Poland. Graham described the calamity to him and trusted that he understood. Then he su~gested that Polish
manufacturers might begin producing
a new, more th?uroughly compartmentalized refrigeration device which
would help stimulate the Polish economy and aid other developed countries
around.the world .
Two days later he was forced to
begin the flfst week of classes with a
,slight limp.
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1 Maha 1
4 Title of respect
(abbr.)
7 Groucho' s trademark
12 Nota 13 College in Brooklyn
(abbr.)
14 Miss Bryant
15 Mimic
16 City in Oklahoma
18 Corrmenced
19 Bring up
20 Making mechanical
22 Green mi nera 1
24 Scrooge, for short
25 As a goose
28 Smell strongly
32 Change the
attitudes of
34 Miss Adams
35 Despite
37 spumante
38 Di rt ana lyses
(2 wds.)
39 Apiary dwellers
40 one
(golf aces)

'-

Skeletal
Big shot
Over and 'over
Mere's mate
Pertaining to birds
Debauchee
Scheme
High IQ society
Nothing
Slangy food
Anaheim athlete
Parapsychologist's
field
61 Type of whiskey

41
42
46
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

10
11
12
17
21
23

26
27
28

29
30
31
32

33
35
1 Wigwam
36
41
2 l:end 3 Half of movie team 43
(2 wds . )
44
4 Type of school
45
(abbr. )
46
5 --Japanese War 47
6' Requiring 1 itt1e
48
effort (3 wds . )
7 Ship room
49
B Don Juan's mother 50
9 Parisian musical
51
DOWN

-

impasse
Called up
Sharp projection
Engage in combat
(2 wds.)
Changes chairs
City in New Jersey
P1 ayed a better
game of basketball
Large beer glass
Fish dish (2 wds.)
Blue-pencil
German numbers
Beer container
Pink wine
,
Suffix for usher
Arrest
Rhineland refusal
COlllOOnp1ace
Fasten down
Make a speech
Vereen and Casey
Hindu deity
- - Steven
Half of a table
game
Facll i ty
Ex-pitcher Tiant
Kennel sound
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The Student Union Board Technical Committee

Lu\'

Ouis

Miscellaneous
Munch'" Linle

love you

We need to get together and NOT slam beers

will meet Wednesday, Sept9 at 7:00p.m. Oldand

road-kill helper!

Chrissy, (a.k.a . ex-Pledge)

184

Julie & Shawn

again (like last time) or we could kick your ass in

new membeno art: welcome.

Dictionary again I

~ have

Otris

P.S.S. Glad your my sister!

Next time we go to a cavern, we'll bring super

the best family
Julie

Steph

184

Thank YOll for an awesome float trip. (for

1banks for being a gmt lin Ie brotherl

Love

letting me relax while you got out and pushed),

YBS

You're great!! We have to play cards soon.

Candy

KA pledges are the best! I

Congratulations on initiation!! You are an
awesome little sister

Jen D

YBS

~are

the coolest family - no contest

Susan

ZLAM

8ungee

To all of our new Sig Ep little sisters -

YBS

ZETA PLEDGES A'RE AWESOME!!!

You are doing a gmt job. Don't worry we
will win Derby Days

Welcome to the BEST house on campus & get

Sttph-Girl

ready to party this semester!

Kim C.

N.B.M.

Shawn & Julie T

HeyNicoteM

Thanks for being such a cool little

Heather

dinner

ZLAM
ybbs

Nicole

the story about the Aouride rinse again I

OlriS$Y

·ZL,YBBS

toumamenL 'Thanks for all your work.

Z1amYBBS
CONGRAl1JLATIONS TO ALl THE ZETA

-ZL, YBS

NEW INITIATESIII

Lynne

orI'll kill yocil

you.

Luv inKA

age going to fix our new bathroom

Stephanie

ZLAM

lbanks for aJ our help with sbipw~cked

Yo Sig Ep
When

your roomie

-PaMel

Signed
1banks to the football playeIS came &. watched

part of the women's soccer game last Tuesday. We

The guys at the Pebblehousc,

Dawn
Congl1ltulationslll It's about time. You

Billy
When a ~ we going to make ice aea.m again?

"No place to see"

Steph

KD homecoming queen candidatesll

When are you moving in? There', a bed for

Come and visit me sometime. I need someone

I enter the ''twi light zone" again

Bff

KD's are completely awesomell Good luck to all

Lau~

Lisa Sm

to listen to my boring life. Who will I talk to when

Thanx for taking my picture last w~kl

Thinkin about getting it in POSTER SIZEII· NOT

Upledges
We love you. Keep up the good worle

Congrats on getting a little sis. I had fun this
week helping you ... what's a glue gun!?!

Stephanie

1banks for the awesome Initiation Partyl

Zeta

Janet

AOT LOVE

Phi Kaps

Jen D
You did an awesome job on the volleyball

You are a GREAT addition to our family and
Zetal

PlEASEtt

Stephanie

I 'm so excited that you are in our awesome
family. We're going to have a blast this semester

Denise

Thanks for the. EE help

know where!

the COOLEST little sister 1 could ask

for.

Z1am YBS

Will you tell

Ollis

I'm sog Jad that yourinourfamil ynow! We ' ll
have to go out & party together sometime. You

A.LG.

You ' ~

Luv
Stepb

bro.We ' re

still gonnl party together, right?l?'

The Giiirls at Ka miss you terribly! Lets do

You are completely awesomel

. _ •

Congntulatio.ns to all 11 of KD's new I's!l

Congnts on the laltSt addition to our family.

Shawn

Get it Girlll Glad your back - missed you! I

AOT

glue ... To fix the broken rocks!

Jackson

DuMe

Get psyched for initiation into the Giiirls!!
P.S. your ''FISH'' is way cool!

Julie, Chrissy & Heather
Shawn & Julie

Personals

A SISTER

Tamales for dessert??? Shou ld have had the

make an awesome Zeta

really appreciated it!

Get psyched for Friday!
Vrab

the women's soccer team

Just let me know so I can run to the store and get

_--=1
see Classifieds, page S

A weekly look 'at UMR's fraternities and sororities
Mark Crawford

cine and was stationed a physician at received the commission of First Lleu- IJ1em1?ers. Many great men of A;pha
the Government hospital in Tuskegee, tenant in the Fifteenth Infantry, New were Bro. Martin LutherKing Jr.,Bro.
Alabama; Bro. Charles H. Chapman, York National Guards; Bro. RobertH. Thurgood MarShall', Bro. Frederick Greetings from the wonderful who after leaving Cornell chose the Ogle, who after leaving Cornell en- Douglass, Bro. W.E.B. Dubois, Bro.
world of the Gr~eks. It has come to my . field of education and instructed at the tered the secretarial field and had the Duke Ellington and many more. If you
attention that many people on campus Florida A. & M. College, Tallahassee, unique privilege of being attached to would like io fmd out more infonnahave a very limited knowledge of the Florida; Bro. .Nathaniel A. Murray, the office of the Committee on Appro- tion concerning Alpha Phi Alpha hisGreek organizations, they worry who.did college i1nd graduate work at priations of the United State Senate; tory you may find it in the book The
which organization can fit there needs. Cornell and entered the field of educa- Bro. Eugene K. Jones who after leav- History of Alpha Phi Alpha: a DevelWell, worry no more. "This week tion, and taught at the Annstrong ing Cornell served long years as Ex- opment in College Life, which is availin Greek" is here to introduce you to Teclmical High School, Washington, ecutive Secretary of the National able in the UMR library.
The men of Alpha Phi Alpha
Greek-life. Each week I will take on D.C.; Bro. Vertner W: Tandy, who Urban League.
The fraternity has branched fonn here at Epsilon Psi Chapter are very
the tedious task of reviewing a frater- after leaving .Cornell became a regis. Ie ch
· tWI
h seven men at acu·ve. They are sponsonn'g a 3-On-3
nity or sorority and will keep you up to tere d.archi tect WI·th 0 ffiIces on Broad- the smg
apter
date with the latest activities of the way,New york, and was the firstBlack Cornell University to over 300 chap- b~ketball tournament, a Black and
Greeks. We will kick off our quest for '2.£.!!:~~~:!!!!J~~~!!2!!!..1!!!2-..!=.!:!...!!.!!ill!!!...:~ut!!!!~~!!I!!!L.!lL-~~!ll!.II.....s.J.Il.UI~~lULIolawl'-_-,
Greek enlighterunent with the men of rAlpha Phi Alpha.
The fraternity came into existence
in the year of 1906 at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York. The founders, also known as the Jewels of the
fraternity, were great men of distinction. These seven men are Bro. George
B. Kelly, who after leaving Cornell
become a Civil Engineer and entered
the service of the State of New York:
Bro. Heruy A. Callis, who after leaving Cornell entered the field of rriediL-____------------------------------~=-~==~~
Staff Writer

portion of Interstate 44. Alpha Phi
Alpha has been very influential in
the start of NSBE and started the
Association for Blank Students
(ABS) They have been responsible
for many speakers making addresses
to the student body.
GREEK SPONSORED
COMING ADVENTS AND

ANNOUNCEMENTS
II

r I

"' 'r
Alpha Phj Alpha - Is sponsoring
the Black and Gold Banquet and
a Neophyte to follow after on
October 10, 1992.
Alpha Kappa Alpha - Is
sponsoring a fun and healthy
aerobic session every Wed. in TJ
Hall room G-3 . Everyone is
welcomed to come join in on the
fun. AKA game night will be
held in the Black Culture House
8:00pm-until Sept. 25 (a portion
of the proceeds will go to
AKAdemic excellence programs)

- Page if
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Only In Rolla ...

Weiland Canty Brown

-

womt!l'SSO

Do!",'

-

",1 P" 00

s"",TIalllli

YO"')

thll we ge\ I

-

TKEple<i!'

.8<""

),ourbig&isl

.ON THE'

FRONT

-LINE•••

f:§{8
SCIENCE FIenON e, FANTASY
COMICS e GAMES
1014 Pine St. Phone 364-4301

YOU HAVE FRIENDS WHO CARE
AT ...

BDmIRI!~E:

215 WEST 8lh STREET
P.O. BOX 832

ROl.LA. t.!ISSOURI65401

Dr. EWIf8tt Anderson
Professor of Anatomy
Harvard Medical School

A March of Dimes research
grantee, Dr. Anderson stl,ld·
ies the' very !:>eQinnings of
life before birth when· so
many·things can go wrong.
His wor1< reflects the deep
concern of the March of
Dimes in its fight against
birth defects. This kind of
basic research is top priori·
ty, and poi nts the way to the
day when good health at
birth will be the- right of
every child.
Support the

4P~9!'~~~

Cap and Gown Measurements

ZTALOVE

Collegiate 'cap and gown will be taking
measurements for fall commencement on
Thursday Oct. 1, 1992 at the UMR Bookstore,
from 8am to 4pm.

I

[j~

"sill

CONGRAl

PHD students and faculty will have to be
measured for rentals. Orders do not have to
. be placed at this tjrne.

H,yKin J

00 Y"'
My.,y·S'

For Bachelor and Master students, a range
of sizes will be ordered. To help us estimate
the size ranges, please stop' by to give us your
height and cap size.

X.!

GoP')

Iwoillll'O'iI

3_6

FOR HELP
DURING UM'LANNED PREGNANCY
FREe: PREGNANCY TESTiNG .
NEW EARL Y DETECTION METHOD

The needy have asked for help!

Will you answer His call?

TIME MANAGEMENT
Monday, Sept 28; 3:»4:30 pm
209 Norwood Hall
Facilitator: Dr. Gene VanMatre

Wesley fall work project
at Waymaker's Chapel
In Sl Louis, October 1 - 4
Waymaker is a shelter for the elderly, homeless. and physically challenged .
Their buildings are in need of repair.
Come out and help paint, clean, plaster, and general fixup.
Room and Board will be provided.
For more information call
The Wesley House
364-1061

-

-

K.lslov,C

BIlJ.II1K!

BUT I'M NOT IN THE MOOD
TO STUDY I II

y.,,~

Motivational Techniques that Work
Tuesday, Sept 29; 3:»4:30 pm
T J Hall·Academic Enhancement Ctr.
Facilitator: Ms. Diane Stutts

"

----
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To the men of Siam_ Pi

Mark and Denise

Wilbur
You can mark the next ONE up on usl

Gtt psyched for 20th lMiversaryll

You guys are the greatest!

)0\"(

ya!
Love

DOE

Ome1c.ia

Kappa Delta's footb all coaches are the best!

Ask anyone out lately?1I'rn one up on ya!!

Steph&Amy
Hey haz. waste partners, are you ready to

Hey, try it on your BB nunl

JKM

Welcome to our new pledgesl

z.

Mark (AXA)
ARE we still going shopping?

Janet

Don' t forget about our line
100

Sistersof~

You are the greatesrt little sis

You are an awesome roomie, but you study

Lu\' you

much. Come party with mel

Steph

Thanks for always keeping me laughing I

YLS

Do you think that Wheeling. W. V. is ready for

Have you found any cute friends yet? We 're
waiting!

Doris

Bruce (<IIK0)
Thankx for being my Phi Kap Connection!!

us? Plan on having fun (but not too much)!

SL

Rebecca
K~'in at

Thanks for helping me so much with lunch! I

Goofy

You guys are the coolest little brothers.' hope

Steph

really appreciate your patience!

Make sure you screen all those calls · you got
Ziam

I'm still not gening any MAIl. Are you?

TKE

Gina & Shel

iLAM,YBS

Lu\'

Women's soccer team

Thanks fortheTGIF last Friday. You guys are

theuwnll

-the roomies

Melissa
Archie

BetaSig

·DOE

Steph

Was that a two handed job?

pany at Mizzou (or Booneville)?

Sean. Jinuny. &
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Congnlts to aU Omega Sigma pledges! We

Shelly and Laura

from page 7

to" watch

out for the big A

Angie

Kappa Delta loves MOM!!

Love in K.A

Me

that we get to party together soon.

Susan C.

ybs

You R the coolest Iii' sis!!!

Z1am

TKE pledges

-Be ready to chug!

You~1l

MARY

nc\'cr guess who

your big sisters art!

Peggy

-Delta

----

You R a way cool roomie. but let', not tell

Delta

ents

ghost stories any more!

Z1am

zrA LOVES IT'S ALUMSIII

Mary

tore,

~

Missouri Miner

1~92

Lisa

Hey Betsy

It 'slli.hatl

How many more days? Happy Birthdayl

y.r.

-Z1,AmyLou

be
to

CONGRATS TOTIIEzrA NEW I'SIII
UMR SORORl11ES ARE #1

xn. K.\, zrA!

Hey Kim T.

Do you want some Subway?
Amy Lou

UMR students enjoy the last days of summer,

My way - Subway -·My WIlyl

Bonsai Bob & Porter Wagner: will they meet

-Mel

ange

in Indiana?

~te

vour
Get psyched for Derby Days! Let's make it
two in a lOwl

Just curious

Karla., Olfi:ssy, Stephanie, Sara, Sarah, Cheryl,

Thanx Phi Kaps for

Shelly, Anita, and She';;,

partyl You guys are AWESOMEII

~

EXCELLENT initiation

Congratulations to the 2nd best pledge class

DAnne
We still hAve to get together

Luv

in the world

Julie

Ex-coach

AOT

Jen

Goofy

Rebecca
Het.ther, Julie T, and Ctrissy

Sigma Oti - You' ll fmd it herel

Chris

Parked in any lakes Lat<iy7

A.B.

You're the bestl

AOT

ZL\M,

Susan

zrA

Z1am
Ms. Fan

Pat. Scon and Rick
HeylFC,

I miss partying with y0l,11

Get psyched for our winery
Panhellenic

and I'U live you my awolraph.
~ourt

Hi, Stephanie

They really briahtmed everyone's dayl

Please - fmd some new nicknamcs. I can't ao
Julie

Y.E.S ,

Tricia

The old one

Siama Chi (!;?;)
Perryville

Phi Kappa Theta(<IIKe)

Make lUre you don't let sucked up by Iny

Kelly
Pizza aquaresll

You'na ,w«theartl

Sigma Tau Gamma (ITT)

When are we goin, to run?
Julie

Kay DEES
Get psyched for 20th anniversary!!!

BILL(llKA)

In" Philanth",py:

Love in K.\

Luv

Trici.

for H~mecominar

Delta Tau Delta (ATAl
Pi Kappa Phi (IlK<II)
Kappa Alpha (KA)

. ~~~~~~~~
AOT

ThanIt, for a peat TGIF1

Bea,le and Janic:c

K-e-I-I-y

tera ian't my ,ame.

Cheryl & Mindy

AOT
St<:ph

~ Siama Psi (Bl:'!')

Trian,le (A)

the world

One more crisis and l"m lcavin,

SiamaPi(lJ1)
Acacia (AKAX)

Julie

You au>" are the bal defensive lineanaa in

. Shelly and Sarah

What awesome co",:;hesl We love youl

Sigma Nu (IN)

We should buy. ,bartlOmetime soon. Qua,.

The new 1'.

Love

(~)

Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE)

YBS2B

~~

Lambda Chi Alpha

fann equipment this weekend. I atill need an escort

White. rose week was truly the best. We
Beta Sigma Psi

A bi, thank you to .11 the auys at Ihe followin,

houses that participated' in Kappa Delta', "l.uclc

on beinaa Sl.o. foreverl

II'?NOT!I

-Kapp. Delta
K& love Chi-Osl

ZL\M

YBBS
Fellow pledge sisters in KA

Gina,

1lIank.s for the 5idewal~ dec.sl

Welcome to our familyl You're an iwesome
Zetal

Mile< .t m

Omega Sigma Pledges are the best!!

Chi Omega

Christi

\Vho', Luke Perry? Why don't you stop by

. YBS
Guess who?

mend

Welcome to the family Heatherl

Julie
You're the greatest liule brothersl

Big MAn

AWesome job with the volleyball lOuma-"

I don't have a fuU now

18-4

Thanks for C'vcrything ... you 're awesome
SPAZZ

ZETA TAU AWESOME!

The ladies of Kappa Delta

Sigma Phi Epsilon

You're awesomel

Cona_ to aU Omqa Sigma pleda..' We love
IIIAOT
Julie

)al

~E)

Ed Grimmer at Pi Kappa A1pho (JIXA) .
WE LOVE YOUIII

I
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Sports
Squiggy's top ten: Read the word
By Squiggy
STAFF WRITER

"

J

Weare now three weeks into
the College Football season. Many
things have happened including
Michigan and Notre Dame fighting to
a 17-17 in which coaching cost both
teams a win. These two teams are still
fighting for a title though because a tie
is not a loss in the polls. We already
have seen some good teams fall and
good teams get scared. Here again is
the all famous (Ha, Ha) Squiggy' s
Top Ten:
#10 Colorado: this team has
seen a major resurgence under head
coach B ill McCartney. lbis once
powerful option team has seen the
error in its ways and has now gone to
an impresive air attack under their new
freshmen quarterback they are currently 3-0.
#9 Tennessee: lbis team destroyed Shane Matthews and Florida
31-14; to Knock Florida from# 5 to not
even in it. Tennessees' Sophomore
QuarterbackHeath Schuler ran for two
and Threw two TO's to lead thepreviously unranked volunteers two a big

upset.
#8Texas A&M: They are 40, but they drop one spot because they
almost blew it against a much improved Missouri team, who for 3
quarters led and dominated A&M until
Missouri couldn 'thold back the potent
defense of the Aggies.
#7 Penn State: lbis team is
barely worthy of Top ten billing, be-

an outstanding quarter back and Gene
Stallings is making all the right moves.
#5 Florida State: Charlie
Ward has emerged as a outstanding
quarterback. He led them to ahuge win
at Clemson as well as pounding a good
North Carolina Team. The defense is
punishing teams behind Marvin Jones
probably the best linebacker in college
football. IfWard can direct the offense

cause they haven't played a good team
yet. They are 3-0 against Cincinnati,
Temple, and Eastern Michigan. They
Face Miami, Boston College, and
Notre Dame which will tell the toll of
their season.
#6 Alabama: Even without
David Palmer thi; team is Rolling over
teams with an explosive offense and
power hitting defense. They are 3-0
wi!h a big win over new SEC for
Arkansas. Jay Barker is emerging as

like he does in basketball, Florida
State will be a major force.
#4 Notre Dame: They drop
from 3 because Lou Holtz showed no
faith in Heisman candidate Rick Mirer
to drive the ball. They pounded a weak
Michigan State team 52-31. They lead
38-7 at the half. The Irish are in the
hunt, but, if tl,e defense fails they
could be' outofitin a hUrry. Watch for
Reggie Brooks to emerge as one of
colleges best Tailbacks behind a awe-

M-CI.ub

some line and Fullback Jerome Bettis.
Up next is Purdue.
#3 Michigan: They showed
how deep they are when Todd Collins
took over for senior QB Elvis Grbac
and led th~m to a 38-3 win over Oklahoma State. Their defense is so potent
and so are their running backs. They
may have blew their title hopes when
Grbac was picked off against Notre
Dame with 1:20 left while in field goal
range.
#2 Washington: They have
pounded Wisconsin, Arizona State,
and beat Nebraska. The only reason
they aren't number one is because
their rushing defense looks a little
porous but they will be tough down
the stretch. Up next for the Huskies is
an improved USC team who is coming
off a big win over Oklahoma.
#1 Miami: They got Lamar
Thomas back and have punished every
team they have played. Miami has
huge games against Penn State and
Florida·State. This past weekend they
punished Florida A&M 38-0. A big
development could be Gino Torreta's
bad shoulder. Ifhe misses one of their
big games they c·ould be finished .

Football Miners continue competitive ways
Passing-Curt Courtney 36 for 67and469
yards

By Chris Merris
ASST SPORTS EDITOR

Recieving- Chris Alverson 18 Receptions
for 289 yards

The last two weeks have been very
rough on the Miner football team. First
they visited Murray State to do battle
with the Racers. The Miners wnt in
with high hopes and it looked good
when they were down only 8-0 at halftime due to a strong defensive effort,
said coach ,Anderson "1 thought the
defense was outstanding in the first
half." Chris"Alverson was once again
the offensive. hero with 8 catches for
III yards. Curt Courtney has played
well at quarterback completing 54% of
his passes for 469 yards. However tlie
Miners fell in the game 3,6-0 after ·a
fourth quarter explosion by the Rac-

Rushing-Fred Finley 18 attemp~ for 6.6
yards
Point After conversions- Eivind Listreud
3 for 3 for 3 points
Sacks- Cary -Lange, Jarret Dace, alld
Jerry Wallack all have 1 each

interc~ptions- Pat Risner 1 for 3 yards
Matt Henry 1 for 0 yards
Punting- Chris Shore 8 punts for 284
yards and 33.5 yds per punt

ers.

lbis past weekend against Northwest Missouri State the Miners once
again had a rough go of it losing 29-14.
UMR led 6-0 on two Eivind Listerud
field goals. The Bearcats the opened
up their wishbone offense scoring on
.funs of 16 yards by Ryan Ellis and 7
yards by Lawrence Luster. The Miners
tried to come back on a 54'yard run by
Senior quarterback Mike Wise. Unfortunately the Miners lost again.
The Miners f~iI to,1-2 and 0-1 in

Miners kicker Eivind Listerud connects on a field goal in the Miners recent
contest
the MIAA while the Bearcats improved to 1-2 and 1-0 in !he MIAA.
lbis . week is parents day and the
Miners home opener against Pittsburg

Athlete of the week

coming off of a 31-28 win over SW
baptist. They should be quite fired up
for-our Miners as we tied them 6-6 in
last years contest.

State KS GO~Ias. Th:y are currently UMR statistical leaders after Murray
ranked No. I m the natIOn and defend- S
ing National Champions. They are tate:

'~IUOUri~ROIII

8!:.'.

-- 3 3 0
Northwest Mo. SL
0 7 7 1&-11
UMR-Usterud 42 FG
UMR-Usterud 36 FG
,j
NW-Ellis 16 run (Godard klckL ~S
~~,+~~~!~ 7 run (Godard klc
NwEStokes 69 kickoff ratum ,\G~

hI!

t dardk~)
I

Jf

~n'ft~~s~rtg:y~~ ~~~k~~sf:j~~

Wise)

A-.I!,OOO.

•

team and she had one goal and
in the Miners' 2-1 win'
College, St. Louis
to improve the Lady Miners
2-0.

M-Club
Athlete of last week
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QUALITY CLEANERS

@

* Expert Cleaning . * Reasonably priced
108 W. 7th Street

Rona,

~.t1b

6540 I

t@if

J64· _~()5{)

:1I r11's rl n"/hi1/D g "el usively

r---------..,
I 15% off anyone I
I purchase with ad I
713 Pine St.
364-2323

ACO d

LOCated

-The Professional-

HAIR CRAFTERS

PiCkUP

Student DiscQunts,& Walk-ins Welcome

Wese
1720 N. Bishop (A cro ss f'ro mT J. Hall)

based

provide

for appointment call: 341 _ 3800
DECEMBER 12-19 :I: 5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS
"-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--JIJANUARY 2-16 :I: 5,6 OR 7 NIGHTS

ALUMINUM

COMPANY

OF

VAIL/BEAVER C

AMERICA

'/f1

TI1e pc
eompu

DECEMBER 14-21 :I: 5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS
JANUARY 2-14 :I: 5 OR 7 NIGHTS

MEETING THE PRODUCT CHALLENGE.

moD.

24-l1C

CI(ENRI ...~

Nationwide, Alcoa produces aluminum materials
used in awide variety of products -- from fiber
optics to beverage cans, computer disks to car
bumpers, foil wrap to airplane fuselages. At
Davenport Works, we produce more than 80
different alloys for over 11 00 customers.
Our lithographic plate is used to make printing
plates all over the world. Specul-Air$leads the
aerospace polished skin sheet market. Our
venetian blind material is seen commercially
and residentially across the country. And our
mold plate is used to create the plastiC shapes
used for everything from laundry detergent
containers to telephones.

ie/us

Because the aluminum products we manufacture
impact everyone's life, consistent quality is a
necessity. Achieving consistent quality requires
operational perfection . We're up to the challenge.
Are you?

I

ALCOA
AeroAllCe/Commerclll
Railed PnHSUCU Division

-----------------~------STUDENT SERVICES. BOX 17924.PlANTATION.FL 33318

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the \WJid_.Vlsa!! and MasterOutle
credit cards.,:ln your name: EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA!! and MasterCard@) the credit cards you
deserve and need for- ID-BOOK5-DEPARTMENT
STORE5-1UITION-ENTERTAINM ENTEMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANTSHOTELS-MOTELS-GA5-CAR RENTALSREPAIRS-AND TO BUIlD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI

Cards. Enclosed find $ 5 which Is 100% n:fundable !fnot
approved ImmedIately.

NAME
ADDRESS
CrIY _ _ _ _ _ STATE-ZIP--PHONE _ _ _ _ _ S.S.# - - - - - -

.odl.O'

G\I"~""'- ~C~
...S .. ,....!t~ ,~~:
... u"""~'C ...e:
G~ ..

YES! IwantVlSAe/MAStERCAR~Credlt

No credit
No securi ty depos it!

SIGNA11JRE - - - - - - - - - - - NC>'re rMslerCard IS. oq(blned uademalt< m_m:arillnlrmJlllo.... lnc .
Visa 15 • r<gl5lerul trade ....1t<

Sr"'!!'";' .~laI.lon

• Approval absolutely guaranteed so. I

If.f., jCa :ikl ':t.j Jktt::t.iiJ:J.;.1:IZ.1.f.'.

-

. ". ..,.tl ~

t

.

f·

•

," ... ~

I

•

•

mVIs.-. USA.. Inc. an:! VISA InlrrTlldonal
,00% QUA,.ANTI!EDI
',t;'f"'I'~

- - - - -,t'-. - '- -," - '- - - V •
••

Co

",

;

1/ _ _ ...
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EARTH FACT

M~lft
r;@WiJ@{JJJf)U@@ ~@~wU©@~
Academic User Services and Help Desk
located on the ground noor of the Math-Computer Science Building

Where can I find a computer?

Page 13

d-/aL't 7::JE.f..L9nE.U
(Formerly Creative Hair Design)

*Missouri Households
generate more than
50,000 tons of ha:f.ard·
ous waste each year.
Source: Household
Hazardous Waste
Project.

John dfmt!j
Owner-Stylist
212 Hwy 63 South
Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 364-4767
r-lM

Mon-Fri : gAM - 6PM
Sat: gAM - ?

P[.! or
.
J a nn Ln g

'VVO LIJ

10% discount with student ID

Pick up a copy of • You can get there from here .. .o campus mop and
guide to Comptuer Learning Centers:

Owner-Stylist

MCMSA accepted

How can I get started using computers?
We schedule free short courses. tutorial sessions and have videobased training available. Many reference books and how-to guides
provide additional info. Stop by our office in M-CS 114 and we'II get
you started off on the right foot!

What other computing services are available?

The Affordable 486

The pamphlet .• Student Quick Guide to Computinf;/' describes the
computing facilities and services most used by students. Electronic
mgil. online information in UMRINFO. free how-to guides. training.
24-haur CLC availability. IBM and Apple educational discounts.
and more!

486SX
COInputer SysteIn

What can I do when I have a question or problem?
B'

Go to the Help Desk. located in M-CS 104.

~

Call 341-HELP.

({)

Send electronic moil to:

-Intel 80486 SX CPU running at 25MHz

HELPDESK@umrvmb.umr.edu.

Let us help answer aI/ Of your .9,omputing questions!

-4mb, 70ils RAM (expandable to 32mb on motherboard)
-5~

- 1.2mb High Density Floppy Disk Drive

-3Yz - 1.44mb High Density Floppy Disk Drive
-IDE HardlFloppy Controller
-106mb hard drive, l7ms access speed
-2-Serialll-Parallelll-Game Port

DAILY SPECIALS

-Midi Tower Case w/200 Watt Power Supply

Buy one Footlol}g

SUNDAY

GET ONE FOR 99¢

MONDAY

Footlong Combo or Meatball
$2.99

TUESDAY

•••

WEDNESDAY

(99f

etedlt
ielfno t

------

99¢

(After 4:00 pm; 99 Sub mun be of equal or MNer ftJue)

Footlong Meal Deal $4.99
Sandwich. Chip & Med. Soda
IE=pl Sr.o '" &01000)

33318

:..--

Sub mu.t be or equal or ~ value)

Buy 1 Footlong Get 1 for

-Focus 101-Key Keyboard with tactile feel & Dust Cover

THURSDAY

$5.00 OFF Any 6' Party Sub

FRIDAY

$1.00 OFF Any Large Salad

SATURDAY

BUY 2 FOOTLONG GET 1 FREE

-6 Drive Bays

I

-8 Expansion Slots
-l6-Bitllmb SVGA Card
-Super VGA - 1024x768 resolution
-Mouse & Mouse Pad '
-MS DOS 5.0
-FCC Class B Approved

(FI'ft Sub

mu.

$1545

be fJ( toqUal o r " " 'faille)

ROLLA

FT. WOOD

Corner of 9th & Pine
364-3395

Gateway Shopping Center
336:-5922

Limiled Time Only
Not Good in Combination With My Other Off_..
l!iol V.~ On Doli"", - OM Speclal PeT Virit

~SOLUTION

-Microsoft Windows 3.1

One Year All Parts and Labor Warranty

....

Copperfield Square· 602 West 6th Street· Rolla

.

. ~~C?n e::· {3141; ~64.7133, f!lx: J31~t3:~t·2Z76

.

< _'-. '

-"-'~--...;,~...;,.;.~
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Welcome back!
Student Council
SOURCE
Welcome back to UMR! Whether
you are new in town or returning for
yet another semester, the UMR student council wishes you the best for
the fall semester. We'd like to help
you enjoy school and let you know
about some of the services we provide
to the campus as a whole and to you as
an individual student.
Student council, informall y
known as STUCO, is a legislative
body composed of five officers and
approximately 70 representa tives
from campus organizations. The full
assembly meets once every two weeks
to discuss issues concerning the campus and the students. Furthermore, the
student council distributes funds to
campus organizati ons, nonvarsity
sports, and student activity fee recipients. The meetings follow parliamen tary procedure to allow everyone 's
interest to be voiced.
However, it's what goes on "behind the scenes" that makes STUCO
an effective tool for you as a student.

Services ranging from free legal consultation (by a certified lawyer) to
courtesy phones on campus to open
forums on important student issues are
maintaine d by student council
throughout the fall and winter semester. Committees of STUCO do most
of the programming and maintenance
of these services. You should notice
further articles and advertisements in
upcoming issues of the miner that will
describe the STUCO committees and
their functions.
The motto of the UMR student
council is Hthe student voice". What
does this mean? You tell us yourproblems and concerns and we do our best
to find a solution. We have many
resources , experienced people, and
well establishe d connections with the
admini stration, faculty, staff, and
other student groups that help us help
you. We want to make a difference on
this campus to you and for the future.
Our voice is your voice - use it!
Contact: Jennifer McGee, President
Student Council

Fellowship competition deadline approaches
Fellowshi p
SOURCE
Students selected for awards
in the 1993-1994 National Science
Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship competitions, conducted for
NSF by the National Research Council, will receive stipends of $14,000
for a twelve-month fellow ship tenure.
The cost-of-education allowance to
the institution chosen by the Fellow
for graduate study will be $7,500
which exempts the Fellow from paying tuition and fees. The NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program is
comprised of separate competitions
for Graduate Fellowships and Minority Graduate Fellowships, each with
additional awards for Women In Engineering.
In this fellowship competition, panels of eminent scientists and
engineers are appointed by the National Research Council to evaluate
fellowship applications on the basis of
ability . Final selection of Fellows will
be made by the Foundation, with
awards to be announced in March

who have demonstrated ability and
special aptitude for advanced training
in science or engineering. Minority
Graduate Fellowships are available to
members of ethnic minority groups
that traditionally have been underrepresented in the advanced levels of
the Nation's science and engineering
talent pool, specifically American Indians, Black/African Americans, His·
panics, Native Alaskans (Eskimo or
Aleut), and Native Pacific Islanders
(Polynesian or Micronesian). Subject
to the availablity of funds and to sustained academic progress, new fellowships awarded in March 1993 will be
for maximum tenured periods of three
years. Applicants must be citizens or
nationals of the United States or permanent resident aliens of the United

1993.
In order to improve the
human resource base of science and
engineering in the United States, NSF
plans to award approximately 1,000
new three-year Graduate and Minority
Graduate Fellowships to individuals

made in clinical, busine.ss or management fields, in other education programs of any kind, or in history or
social work, for work leading to medical, dental, law, or public health degrees, or for study in joint scienceprofessional degree programs such as
MD/PhD and JD/PhD programs. NSF
Minority Graduate Fellowships are intended for beginning graduate students as well as those in the early
stages of their graduate careers.

Applicants will be expected
to take the Graduate Record Examinations designed to measure developed
abilities as well as achievement in particular fields of study. The examinations, administered by the Educational
Testing Service, will be given on December 12,1992 at designated centers
States.
NSF Graduate Fellowships throughout the United States and in
are intended for students at or near the certain foreign countries. The Founbeginning of their graduate study;', dation will pay December 12 test fees
science or engineering and will be for fellowship applicants, providing
awarded for study and research in sci- NSF application is the primary purence or enginee,ring leading to mas- pose.
ter's or doctoral degrees in the matheThe deadline date for the ,
matical, physical, biological, engineering, and behavioral and social sci- submission of applications for NSF
ences, and in the history of science and Graduate and Minority Graduate Felthe philosophy of science. A wards are lowships will be November. 6, 1992.
also made for work toward a research, Further information and application
based Ph.D. in science education that materials may be obtained from the
requires a science competence compa- Fellowship Office, National Research
rable to that for Ph.D. candidates in Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue,
those disciplines . Awards are not Washington, D.C. 20418.
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Provisions
A Single Needs Analysis Formula
Beginning with the 1993-94 academic year, one formula will be used

Dr. Pau la Lutz rece ives gran t
Despite the 1978 ban on leadbased paint, many older homes still
have interior or exterior surfaces on
which lead-based paint remains, Lutz
says. Many children, especially those
asliolla, Mo. - Dr. Paula Lutz,
in low-income famili es, are then exsistant professor of life. sciences at the
posed to environmental lead by ingestUniversity of Missouri-RoUa, has reing lead-based paint chips.
ceived a $100,000 grant from the
It has been estimated that removcon10
National Institutes of Health
ing the lead-based paint from the most
tinue research on how lead poisoning
seriously contaminated American ·
effects the immune systems of chilhomes will cost about. $ 17 billion.
dren.
"More information on lead 's effects
The grant, which is from the Naneeds to be generated before such an
tional Institute of Environmental
outlay of tax dollars is initiated," says
Health Sciences, will support Lutz's
Lutz. She hopes her research will prostudy of how elevated blood lead levvide the govemme nt with data to make
of
s
system
immune
els may affect the
intelligent policy decisions on the
.
children ages nine months to six years
Her focus is on children who particiof lead paint.
pate in two programs of the Spring- cleanup
ll be ass isted in her study by
wi
She
DeHealth
(Mo.)
County
ne
field-Gree
professor and chairGale,
Nord
Dr.
and
Infants
partment: the Women,
UMR life sciences departChildren program and the Lead Poi- man of the
ment, and individuals from the Springsoning Prevention Program.
ne County Public Health
Lead depresses the immune sys- field-Gree
the Missouri State Health
nt,
Departme
inforbut
,
says
Lutz
tems of animals,
Sl. John's Reeional
mation about how it affects human Department and
Medical Center of Springfield. immune systems is sparse.
News Services
SOURCE

to determine eligibility for any need
based financial aid program. Presently a different formula is being used
for the Pell Grant Program and the
other need based programs (ie: Perkins
Loan, College Work Study, Stafford
w an).

UMR ' s Student ' Financial Aid
Office,G- l Parker Hall, would be glad
to answer any further questions y"ou
may have concerning the Higher EduThe
The Higher Education Amend- cation Amemdments of 1992.
also
Office
Aid
Financial
Student
stumore
allow
should
ments of 1992
dents to be eligible for fmancial assis- encourages all students to complete a
tance as the student and/or family will needs analysis form (ie: the ACT/FFS)
not have to provide as much informa- afterJanua ry l,1993,bu tby March 31 ,
tion as in the past in completing the 1993, to determine their eligibility for
any federal fmancial assistance for the
needs analysis form.
1993-94 academic year.
Expansion of I'in ancia1Aid Eligibilitv

from page 1

Webster
ster's opponent , is in favor of higher
taxes and more govemme nt regualtions . Webster believes Mel Carnahan 's policy will drive employers
away from Missouri.
Webster has a very strong stance
on the environment and how to deal
with an evnironm ental d isas ter.
Webster collected $750,000 from the
T.W.A. overhaul base in Kansas City,
and donated the money to Rolla for a
scholarship fund. He also took part in
the Gasconade River clean-up.
Webster believes we must abandon ou r current welfare system and
return welfare te; its ori ginal purpose:
Temporary support ra ther than longterm dependency. Webster fee ls Missouri' s welfare system needs to re ward

responsible parent~.g decisions rather
than permining irresponsible behavior, Webster would like to eliminate
the parts of our welfare system that
penalize parents for responsibl e decisions such as marrying and starting a
home. He believes a good education is
. the key to gelling out of the dependency on welfare. Webster claims low
income housing would provide welfare recipients with a sense of pride
and self-worth .
Webster also has a firm opinion
on abortion. He believes that an abor'
tion is a terrible act. The only way he
condones this ac tion is if the pregnancy occurred from rape or incest. If
elected governor, Bill Webster is
bound to deal with this issue in one
way or another.

Webster has many other impo,tant proposals which I have not addressed. If you wc,u id like to read
more about these proposals, Bill
Webster has published "Blueprint for
Missouri' s Future," which outlines his
feelings on all of the issues in the
upcoming election .
The luncheon was sponsored by
the Associated Students of the University of Missouri (A SUM). As a.student
you are already a member of ASUM.
ASUM is currently registering students in their office and at their voter
registration table on campus. If you
need to register to vote or just want to
participate in upcoming events, feel
free to stop by the ASUM office located at room 2 i 2, University Center
West.
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Placement

anage.
n proory or
ffiedi·
lib de.
ience.
uchas
s. NSF
&!tin·
te stu.
: early
s.

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA

Office of Career Placement

&

Cooperative Training

301 Norwood Hall

U.S.

FEDERAL HIGHWAY aDMINISTRATION

P.O.

Box 1787

209 Adams

Jefferson City, HO 65102
attn:
Mr. Greg Eskijian

PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
WEEKLY DETAIL LIST '5

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

1

MAJORS:

BS/HS Civil Engineering
Highway engineer training

POSITION:

Week of October 19-23, 1992

program (24 months)

then placed

in an engineering position in

peeled
amina·
leloped
tinpar·
:amina·
:alional
on De·
cenlers
and in
: Foun·
.eslfees
oviding

an agency

DOW CORNING CORPORATION
Dow Corning center
P.O. Box 994
Midland, MI
48686-0994
attn:
Mr. Dan Latal '

LOCATION:

MAJORS:

POSITION:

LOCATION:

INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G. P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

HETP is nationwide, placement
after training is generally
elective and based on agency
needs

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

II'f pur·

1
as/Chemical, Electrical or
Metallurgical Engineering
Project Engineer, Power
Distribution/Plant Enigneer, Instrumentation Engineer & Metallurgical
Engineer
Midland, Michigan &
Carroll ton, Kentucky
December 1992 or May 1993 grads
2. B
U.S. Citizen or Permanent Resident

INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G.P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

recent grads, December 1992 grads
2.95
U.S. Citizenship required

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RES~ts i. Tuesday, September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE:
October ?oC, 1~;2

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
Tuesday, September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATES:
October 20-21, 1992
AMOCO CHEMICAL COMPANY-CEDAR BAYOU PLANT ,
P.O. Bo x 1489
Ba ytown, TX 77522
attn:
Ms. Susan Tibbits (ChE)
Mr. Kevin Krebs (ME/EE)

for the

or NSF

laic Fel·
6, 1992.
,Iicalion
rom the
:esearch

NUMBER OF SCHEOUL;ES:
MAJORS:

U. S CORPS OF ENGINEERS
601 E. 12th St.
Kansas City, MO -64106-2896
attn :
Ms. Cathy Duffy

~venue,

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

MAJORS:
POSITION:

page 1

LOCATION:

INTERVI EWING:
MINIMUM G. P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

2
BS /MS/Chemic al Engineering
BS/liS Mechanical or Electrical
Engineering
POSITION:
Entry-level positions
Will work in a chemical manufactul:'ing environment
LOCATION:
Chocolate and Cedar Bayou,
Houston, TX
Decemb_er 1992 or: ,May, July, 1993
INTERVIEWING:
grads
U . S. Citizen, Resident Visa
CITIZENSHIP:
(Green Card)

'.

1

BS/MS/PhD in Civil, Chemi cal,
Geological, or Environmental Engineering
-.Geology
Entry-level and journeyman level
posi tions available
Kansas City, Missouri
recent grads, December 1992 grads
3.0 for GS-7 ; 2.0 for GS-5
U.S. Citizenship required

al Aid
.beglad
lns you
terEdu,
2. The
ce also
nplele a

PEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
Tuesday, September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE:
October 20, 1992

:T/FFS)

CITGO PETROLEUH COMPANY
P .O . Box 3758 - 110WP
Tulsa, OK 74102
attn :
Mr. Wes Hogan

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
Tuesday, September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE: 'October 20, 1992

AMOCO PROPUCTION
4502 E . 41st St.
P.O. Box 3385
Tulsa, OK 74102-3385
attn:
Mr. Larry Britt

:arch3l,
lilityfor
eforthe

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

-

POSITION(S) :
LOCATION:

-

INTERVIEWING :

page 1

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

1
BS/Mechanical or Civil Engineering
All phases of project engineering,
design and management.
East of the Rockies
December 1992 or May, July 1993
grads
2.5

MINIMUM G.P.A.:
(A TRANSCRIPT IS REQUIRED AT THE TIME OF INTERVIEWS)

:r irnpOi'
: not ad·
; 10 read
ais. Bill
eprintfor
,uineshis
es inlhe

pEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
INTERVIEW DATE:
October 20, 1992

POSITION:
LOCATION:

he~voter

INTERVI EWING:
MINIMUM G. P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

--

MINIMUM G.P.A . :

CITIZENSHIP:

I

2. B
u.s. Citizen

pEApLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
Tuesday, September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE:
October 20, 1992

ATLAS WIRELINE SERVICES
P.O. Box 1407
Houston, TX 77251
attn:
Ms. Rene Moliter

'I

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES :
MAJORS :

POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:

1

BS ONLY in Chemical, Geological,
Petroleum and Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical or Drilling Engineer
Houston, Texas
December 1992 or May, July 1993
grads

Tuesday, september 29, 1992

GENERAL MILLS
General Mills Blvd.
Golden Valley, MN 55427
attn:
Ms. Judy Schehr

lSored by
.eUniver·
;astudent
,fASUM.
:ring stu·
s. If yOU
ttO
sIwan I
en~. fee
office 10itycenter

P~e

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

BS/ Engineering Management
(Packag ing)
Quality Control Management
Assistant
Minneapolis. MN; plant locations
nationwide
December 1992 or May 199.3 grads
3.0
Authorized to work full-time
in the U.S. other than for
practical training

QEAPLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES ; TUesday, September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE : October 20, 1992

MAJORS :

POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING :
CITIZENSHIP:
MINIMUM G . P.A .:

1
BS/Ci viI, Geological , Mechanical,
Petroleum, Electrical Engineering,
Computer Science, Physics
MS/Electrical or Mechanical Engineering
Jr . Fiel~ Engineer
Throughout U. S.
December 1992 grads
Authorized to work in the U. S .
2.5

QEAPLINE f OR TURNING IN RESUMES'
Tuesday, September 29, 1992
INTERIVEW DATE:
October 21, 1992

---.....-

....-
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ASABCO

INC.

Rt . 1, Box 60
Annapolia, MO

attn:

63620
Mr. Bill Womble
B&V WASTE SCIENCE ,

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
IlAJORS:
POSITION :
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G. P.A.:

TECHNOLOGY

1

4717 Grand Avf!nue, Suite 500

BS/Metallurq leal t Chemical,
Mechanical t Electrical and
Environmental Engin •• ring
selected .tudents tor further
interviews
Various

Kansas City, MO

May 1993 grad.
3.0

pEApLINE FOR TURNING IN RESYMES'
Tuesday, September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE:
October 21, 1992

attn:

64112

Hs. Brooke Cranston

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
.IIAJORS :
POSITION :
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G. P . A. :
CITIZENSHIP:

1

BS/KS Civil, Environmental or
Geotechnical Eng-in •• ring
Civil , Environmental Engineers
l<ansaa City
December 1992 gorad.
2 . 75

U.S. Citizen or permanent re.ident

PEAQLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES'

INTERVIEW DATE:

Tuesday I

September 29,

1992

October 22, 1992

VULCAN MATERIALS
500 W. Plainfield Rd.
Countryside, IL 60525
attn: Mr. Richard Laurence
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1lAJ0RS:
POSITION:
LOCATION :
INTERVIEWING:
CITIZENSHIP :

1
as/ Mining Engineering
Operations Assistant
MCCOOK, IL quarry
Recent grads, December 1992
Hay or July 1993 grads
U. S.

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES' Tuesday, September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE: October 21, 1992

BRISTOL MYERS SOUIBB
2400 W. Lloyd Expressway
Evansville, IN 47721
attn: Ms. '{vette Fayne
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES :
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION :
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G.P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

UNION ELECTRIC
P.O. Box 149
St. Louis, MO · 63166
at.tn: Mr. R.L . Moeller
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES :
1lAJ0RS :
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
CITIZENSHIP :

1

BS/Chemical, Mechanical,
Packaging, Electrical Engineering,
Engineering Management
.
Engineer
Evansville, IN
December 1992 or May, July 1993
grads
3.0
Must be authorized to work in the
U.S. permanent tull-time

DEAPLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES' Tuesday, September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE: October 22, 1992
2

as/Electrical
Engineering
Engineer
St. Loui. and
locations
December 1992
Right to work

or Mechanical
mid-Missouri
grads
in the U. S.

pEApLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES i
Tuesday, September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE: October 21, 1992

FACTORY MtmlAL ENGINEERING ASSOC.
3300 Rider Trail Rd., Suite 600
Earth City, MO 63045
attn: Mr . Charles Pruitt
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1lAJ0RS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:

pEADLINE FOR TUBNING IN REStlMEs· Tu ••day, september 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE: October 22, 1992

CONSOLIDATION COAL COMPANY
Conaol Plaza
pittaburgh, PA 15241
attn: Hr. Ivan Rhan
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1lAJ0RS :
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
CITIZENSHIP:

1
BS/Electrical, Mechanical,
Civil, Chemical Engine.ring
Loss Prevention Consultant
St . Loui., Mis.ouri
December 1992 grads

1
BS/MS Mining Engine.ring
Project Engineer
Illinoi., Pennaylvania,
West Virginia, Kentucky
December 1992 or May, July
1993 grad.
U.S. Citizen.hip required

PEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESIDIES; Tue.day, September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE: October 21, 1992

INTERNATIONAL PAPER
P.O. Box 7069
Pine Bluff, AR 71611
attn: Mr. w.R. Holloway
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MA.10RS:

POSITION:
LOCATION:

EASTMAN CHEMI CAL COMPANY
P.O. Box 2357
Bate.vill., AR 72503
attn: Hr . Gary McDonald
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1lAJ0RS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:

INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G. P . A.:

INTERVIEWING:
2
BS/MS Ch. . ical Engineering
MS/PhD Che.iatry (OrganiC •
Analytical)
(Intontation i. not available)
Bate.ville, AR; Longview, TX;
Kingsport, TN; Col uabia, SC
Recent grad., December 1992 or
May, July 1993 grada
3.0 preterred, but not required

PEApLINE FOR DlRHING IN BESmqS' Tueaday, September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE: October 22, 1992

MINIMUM G. P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

2
BS/MS Ch•• ical, Electrical or
Mechanical Engineering'
Project Enqineera
R.crui t . .nt throughout
International Paper'. priaary
manutacturift9 tacilitie., corporate
en9ineerinq and technoloqy
o.c. .ber 1992 or May, July
1993 grad.
3.0
U.S. Citizen or authorization
to work tull-ti" in the U. S.

PEADLINE rOR TURNING IN RESUMES· Tue.day, septeaber 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE: October 22, 1992

Wednesday, September 23, 1992

Missourt Miner

ILLINOIS DEPT
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OF TRANSpoRTATION

2300 DirKsen Parkway
pEERE & COMPANY

Springfield,

John Deere Road

Moline, IL
attn:

attn:

611265

Ks. Sandy Bishop

'NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:

1

as/KS Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Eng ineer
Iowa, Illinois
December 1992 or May, July 1993

grads

IL

62764

Ms. Sue Seppi

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
INTERVIEWING:
CITIZENSHIP:

December 1992 grads

U. S. Citizens or applicants must
be authorized to work permanently
in the U.S .

3.0

MINIMUM G.P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

U.S. Citizen or Permanent Resident

pEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
TUesd.ay, September 29, 199 2
INTERVIEW DATE : October 22, 1992

2

BS/Civil Engineering
Civil Engineer Trainees
(Note:
1 schedule will be for Hydroloqy)
LOCATION:
Illinois - statewide

INTERYIEW SIGNUP PATE :
Monday. October 5,
INTERVIEW DATE :
October 20, 1992

1992

A COMPLETED ILLINOIS PEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION APPLICATION
ANp STUDENT TRANSCRIPT MUST BE AVAILABLE AT TIME OF INTERVIEW .
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN 110PPQRTUNITY PACKETSI1.

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PUBLIC SERVICE
607 East Ad.ams St.
Springfield, IL 62701
attn:
Mr. Larry Gaffney
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS :
POSITION:

INTERVIEWING:

1
BS/MS Electrical Engineering
Field Engineer (BS) Beardstown,
Marion, Mattoon and Springfield,
IL; General Office (BS/MS)
Springfield, IL :
Distribution,
Substation, Relay and system
Planning Engineer .
December 1992 grads

pEADLINE fOR TURNING IN RESUMESj
Tuesday, September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE:
October 22, 1992

POSITION:
LOCATION:

1
BS /MS Mechanical or Electrical
Engineering
Entry level chemical plant design;
machine design; project management
Baton, Rouge, LA; Houston, TX ; Orangeburg, SCi Magnolia, AR;
Sauget, II;.

May, Jul y 1993 grads
U . S. Cit izenship or Permanent Visa

INTERVIEWING:
CITIZENSHIP:
MINIMUM G . P.A.:

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING :
CITIZENSHIP:
MINIMUM G.P.A .:

1
BS/Mechanical or Electrical
Engineering
Entry level positions in Nuclear
Division and Non-nuclear Engineer ing
Cedar Rapids , Io ...a
December 1992 or May 1993 grads
U.S. Citizen or "green card"
2.7

INTERVIEW SIGNVP DATE: Monday, October 5, 1992
INTER:VIEW DATE:
October 21, 1992

DEERE AND COMPANY
John Deere Road
Moline, Illinois 61265
attn :
Ms. Sandy Bishop

ETHYL CORPORATION
451 Florida Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70801
attn:
Mr. Gary A. Hinz
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

IOWA ELECTRIC LIGHT , POWER
Box 351
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406
attn :
Ms. Pat Lusted

3,0

pEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES'
Tuesday, september 29, 19 92
INTERVIEW DATE:
October 23, 1992

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G. P,A. :
CITIZENSHIP:

1
BS/MS Mechanical Engineering
Mecha nical Engineer
Io...a, Illinois
December 1992 or May, July
1993 grads
3.0

U.S. Citizen or Permanent Residents

INTERVIEW SIGffYP PATE' Monday, October 5, 1992
INTERVI EW DATE:
October 22, 1992
(Note: John Deere ... ill have 6 interview openings avai labl e
for "open" signups: the remainder ... ill be for prescreened
interv iews only.
Three intervie ... openings ... il l be available
in the morning; th r ee intervie ... openings .... ill be available
in the afternoon.)

MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
P.O. Box 176
Jefferson City, MO 65102
attn:
Mr. Werner Sherman
NON-PRESCREENED INTERVIElIS

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES INPUSTRIES
510 East 22nd st. '"
Lombard, IL 60148
attn:
Mr. Ward Kearney
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS :
POSITION:
LOCATION :
INTERVIEWING:
CI'tIZENSHIP :

1
BS/Civil Engin,ering
Hanager-in-Training/Staff Engineer
Nationwide
Oecember 1992 or May 1993 grads
Prefer U . S. Citizens

NUMBE OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS :
BS/ Civil or Geological Engineering
POSITION:
Environmental regulatory
plan' specifications r .e view for environmental control faci lities
INTERVIEW SIGNYP DATE'
Tuesday, October 5, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE:
October 23, 1992
STUDENTS MUST
FORM PRIOR TO
HAl LED TO HO.
INPI9ATE COLE

FI LL QUT HO pEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SIGNING FOR INTERYIEWS FORMS WILL BE
pEpt. OF NATURAL RESOURCES,
THEY SHOULD
COUNTY ON ' THE FORM .

INTERVIEW SICWP DATE :
Monday, October 5, 1992
INTERVI EW DATE : October 19, 1992
THE FOLWWING COMPANIES ARE SCHEDULED TO IHTERyIEW
pURING THE WEEK OF OCTOBER 19 - 23.
INFORMATION IS
NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME:
Anheuser Busch (October 23)
Illinoi s Power (October 22)

=

Su.nmer E.nploy.nent
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA
OFFICE OF CAREER PLACEMENT & COOPERATIVE TRAINING
)01 Norwood Hall

AMOCO CHEMICAL COMPANY

P.O. Box 1489, Cedar Bayou Plant
Baytown, TX 77522
attn:
Ms. Susan Tibbits
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

SUMMER EMPWYMENT

MAJORS:

Weekly Detail List .5

POSITION:

Week. of October 19-23, 1992

LOCATION:

451 Florida Blvd.

attn:

LA

Chocolate Bayou and
Cedar Bayou, Houston, TX

MINIMUMG . P.A. :
CITIZENSHIP :

ETHYL CORPORATION

Baton Rouge,

1

Chemical Engineering
(Sophomore and up)
Summer Intern
2.0
U.S. Citizen or Permanent

Resident Visa (Greencard)

70801

Mr . Gary Hinz

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

DEARLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
Tuesday, September 29,
INTERVIEW DATE :
October 21, 1992

1

MAJORS:

as/ KS Electrical , Civil,
Mechanical Engineering
(Afternoon interviews only)

POSITION:
LOCATION :

Summer employment
Baton Rouge , LA; Houston, TX;
Orangeburg, SC; Magnolia, AR ; Sauget,

1992

IL

pEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES ' Tuesday, September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE: October 23, 1992
COMPANY INFORMATION MEETINGS, SEPTEKBER;' 1992

Sept 21, 1992

Tr ini ty consul tants

7:00 p.m .
RIll 125 Schrenk Hall

Sept . 22, 1992

U. S. Gypsum

AMOCO PRODUCTION
attn:
Carl Sisk
501 Westlake Pakr Blvd., Room 20.180
Houston, TX 77079

6:)0 p.m.
211 McNutt Hall

Sept. 2) , 1992

Procter & Gamble

6: )0 p.m .

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

Sept. 24, 1992

Kimberly Clark.

7:00 p . m.
208 Norwood Hall

Sept. 28 , 1992

BHP Minerals

7 : 00 p . m.

Sept. 29, 1992

Burns & McDonnell: '

sept. 29, 1992

Exxon

MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION :

Freshmen to juniors in
Chemical, Geological, petroleum,
and Mechanical Engineering
Gaining experience in
production or facility-related as~ignment
Houston, TX

MINIMUM G. P.A .:

2.8

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES; Tuesday , September 29, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE : October 21 , 1992

204 McNutt Hall

~!~i:i:'~a~~,ld ,
7:00 ~ p.m .

Haramac Room-Un! v.
Cent:'er-East
I

7 : 00 p . m.
centennial Hall
Eastside-UCE

Co-op Employment
Inter.riew date'

Monday

Oct

19

Tuesday

llli

Oct. 20
Interview date '

Thursday. October 29

1992

ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC

Clifton Hill, Missouri

EMERSON ELECTRIC

Ava, Missouri
Interviewing:

Civil Engineers
Mining Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Geological Engineers
Geology

Requirements:

2.0 GPA or above

sign-up date;

Monday. Oct

Interviewing:

Mechanical Engineers

Requirements:

2.0 GPA or above.

Sign-up date:

Tuesday

October 20

2 schedules - 24 interview openings

1992

1 schedule - 13 interview openings

••• •••••••••••••••••• • * •••••• * ••••••••••• *

Univ.

1992

...........................................

wednesday. September 23. 1992

Missouri Miner

Interview dote '

NASA - JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
FLORIDA

INTERVIEWING:

Requirements:

Thursd a y

Oct

Page 19

1992

HUTCHINSON TECHNOLOGY
Hutchinson, Kansas

Electrical Engine.rs
Hechanical Engineer.
Engin.ering Management
Computer Science

Interviewing:

2.S CPA or above, US Citizenship
required . Sophomor•• or Juniors,
no seniors

Request CO-OR OffiCI to .end ypur ["we to HASA
Thursday. October 22
1992 only.
Pick up goyerD.ment
torm 171 on Oct 22

..........................................

(CORRECTION -

SHOULD 8E MINNESOTA)

Electrical and Mechanical

Requirements: 2.8 CPA or above. Academic
level of a.pplicants: at least 72 credit hour.
completed at the end of the present semester.
start work January 93 and continue til Aug 93
Sign-up dote'

Thursday

Sept

17

1992

2 schedules - 24 interview openinga
Informational meeting: Wed . , Sept.lO, Un iv-center
East, 211 Meramec Room, 7-9 pm. All student.
interviewing with Hutchinson must attend .

.........................................................

SPECIAL NOTICE - PRESCREENING

SIGN-UP FOR SPORLAN VALVE CO-OP INTERVIEWS

Int@rview date:
TURN IN RESUMES:

MONDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1992

Tuesday

Oct. 6

1992

UNION ELECTRIC

WHERE:

CO-OP OFFICE , 3030 NORWOOD HALL

St . Louis, Kissouri

TIMES:

8:00 AM - 11:30 AM, 1:00 PM - 4:15 PM

Interviewing: Electrical , Mechanical, Civil, and
Nuclear Eng ineers

INTERVIEWING :

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

REQUIREMENTS:
ABOVE

2 • 7 GPA OR ABOVE.

SOPHOMORES OR

THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 6, 1992
SPORLAN VALVE, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI HAS REQUESTED
THAT WE FURNISH THEM WITH RESUMES FOR PRE-SCREENING.
WE WILL ACCEPT AS MAllY CO-OP RESUMES AS WE CAN
COLLECT.
JUST DROP OFF A COP.Y OF YOUR _CQ,.OP RESUME
TO THE co-oi> OFFICE ON THE ABOVE DATE .
AFTER PRE- .
SCREENING, SPORLAN VALVE WILL SEND THE CO-OP OFFICE
A LIST OF THOSE STUDENTS TIlEY ARE INTERESTED IN
INTERVIEWING.
TIlE LIST SHOULD BE POSTED IN THE
CO-OP OFFICE BY FRIDAY, OCT. 30.
PLEASE CHECK WITH
THE CO-OP OFFICE NO LATER THAN OCT 30.

Requirements: 2.5 CPA or above. Must be legally eligible to work in US.
Academic level ot applicants: at least 75 credit hours
completed at the end ot the present sameater. Kuat be:
taking or have takan aome ot the 1st ae.e.ter junior
level courses.
Sign-up date:

Tuesday. Sept

22

1992

2 schedule. - 26 interview openings

...................................................

tptorv tew dot@·

Tuesday

October

1992

SUNNEN PRODUCTS

St. Louis, Missouri
September

Interviewing:

1992 Co-op S igp-ups

Sign-up location'

3030 Norwood Hall
co-op ott ice

Sign-up hours;

8:00am - 11:30am
1: OOpm - 4: lSpm

Sign-up dote;

Sept . 30

1992

Batesville, Arkansas
Mechanical Engineers

Requirements: 2.5 GPA or above. us
Citizenship required. Academic level of
applicants: at least 59 credit hours
complet.ed at the end of the present se.mester.
one hour interviews
start work spring 93
Sign-up date"

Wed

Sept. 22

1992

..

I

..............................................

MARTIN MARIETTA

Oak Ridge Tennessee

GENCORP AUTOMOTIVE

Interviewing:

Tuesday

1 schedule - 12 interview openinqs

...................................................

Wednesday

!
P

start work spring or summer 93

Addi tions and/or changes to the Co-op
interview schedules will be posted in
the Co-op Off ice .

Interview date '

Ceramic, Mechanical Engineera

Requirements:
3 . 0 CPA or above. Citizen or permanent
visa required . Academic level ot applicants: at least
30 credit hours completed a the end ot the present
semester .

CO-OP IXPLOYXZVT OPPORTUHITIB8

Sept

16

1992

Interv iew inq: Mechanical, Electr ical, Chemical,
Cpmputer Science, Enqineerinq Management, Ceramic,
Chemistry, Nuclear, Physics, Civil, Math
Requirements:
2.5 GPA or above, but prafer a 3.0
US Citizenship
Tur n in resumes ;

Wed.

Sept

23

199 2

REStJMES ONLY. co-op appli cat ions only. Compan y will
not be interviewing on ca mpu s . Students will be
notified directly from Martin Marietta ~f they are
interested in interviewing you.

2 schedules - 14 ' interview openings

.......................................................
'"'

Interview date i

Wed

October 7, 1992

IBM CORPOR,>.TION

Rochester, Minnesota

AMERICAN CYANAMID

Hannibal, Missouri
Interviewing:
neers

Interviewing:
Requirements:

Requirements: 2.5 GPA or above. Resident -status.
Academic level ot applicants: at least 29 credit hours
completed at the end ot the present semester.

Sign-up date;

Wed

Sept

23

Turn in resumes'

or

above"

US Citizenship.

Tuesday

Sept. 29

1992

RESUMES ONLY. Co-op applic~tions only. Company will
not be interviewing on campus. Student. will be
notified directly from Martin Marietta if they are
interested in interviewing you.

1992

1 hour interviews
l~

3.2 GPA

start work spring or summer 93

start work spring 93

2 schedules -

computer Science and Electrical Engi-

neers

Chemical Engineers and Mechanical Engi-

* ••••••••••••

interview opening

........................................

*. *. *** ******* •••••••••••••

ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Springfield, Illinois
Interview date'

Friday

October

'

1992
Iraterviewing:

Civil Engineers

LYONDELL PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY

Houston, Texas

Requirements: 2.4 GPA Or above. Citizen or work permit required. Academic level of applicants: at least
60 credit hours completed at the end of the present
semester,.

Interviewing: Chemical, Civil Engineer. (Environmental
interest only for Civil)
Requirements: 2.75 GPA or abo~e. US Citizen or work
visa. Academic level of applicants: _at least 29
credi t hours completed at the end of the present
semester.
Sign-up date'

Friday

Sept. 25

start work spring or summer 93.
Turn in resumes:

Tuesday. Sept.- 29

1992

RESUMES ONLY. Co-op applications only. Company will
not be interviewing on ~ampus. Student. will be
notified directly from Ill. Dept. ot Transp. it they
are interested in interviewing you.

1992

.......................................

1 schedule - 13 interview openings

........................................

_

NOTE:

To participate in co-op you must meet the
following requirements:

GENERAL MOTORS MILFORD PROVING GROUNDS

Milford, Michigan

enroll and pass 12 credit hours - full-time
status, 6 credit hours in the summer

Interviewing:

Mechanical Engineers

Requirements:

3.0 GPA or' above.

semester and overall gpa must be at least

a

start work spring or summer 93
Turn in Resumes'

Monday

Sept

2.0

not be on scholastic probation
28

1992

RESUMES ONLY. co-op applications only. Company will
not be interviewing on campus. Student will be notified directly from GM if they are ln~erested in
interviewing you.

••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••• _._ ••••••••

work schedules approved: summer and tall
together, spring and summer together. al ternating wor.k/school, work/school, etc. SCHEDULE NOT
APPROVED: WORK FALL AND SPRING TOGETHER.
YOU
MUST NOT BE AWAY FROM CAMPUS FOR A F!1LL YEAR,
SUCH AS A FALL AND SPRING SEMESTER TOGETHER.
THIS WILL NOT BE CALLED CO-OP. WORKING JUST
SUMMERS IS NOT CONSIDERED CO-OP. '

October list will be out Friday, Sept. 18.
Please let the Co-op Office know immediately of
any acceptance of an offer .

.................................. .....
_

Interview date'

Monday

October 12

1992

Work locations:
Interviewing:

Louisiana, Texas, Michigan
Chemical and Electrical Engineers

Requirements: 2.8 GPA or above. IntervieW only
US citizens and nationals or aliens who have a legal
right to work and remain permanently in the US
Academic level of applicants: at least 29 cr~dit hours
completed at the end ot th~ , present semester.
start work spring 93 .
Sign-up date;

Interview date'

Monday

1~92

Sept. 28

CARGILL INC

DOW USA

Monday

Sept. 28

1992

1/2 sch'e dule - 7 interview openings

*••••••••••••••• *. *••••• ** ••••• * •• *** ••••

Tampa, Florida
Interviewing:

Chemical Engineers

Requirements: 3.0 is desired. Must be
completing 1st semester sophomore year.
Sign-up date;

Monday

Sept. 14

1992

1 schedule - 13 interview openings

........... ............................
~

Addition to September Co-op Interview Schedule
Interview dote'

TburG

oct

PRESCREEN SCHEOULE

co-op

1992

EIIPLOYMENT

SIGN-UP FOR DEERE AND COMPANY, CO-OP INTERVIEWS
A.E. STALEY

Decatur, Ill inois
Interviewing:

TURN IN RESUMES:

Chemical Engineers

Requirements:

Sophomore or above.

Sign-up date'

Friday

Sept

25

303D NORWOOD HALL, CO-OP OFFICE

TIMES:

8:00AM - 11:30AH,

INTERVIEWING:

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

REQUIREl!ENTS:
2 .7 GPA OR ABOVE.
ACADEl!IC
. LEVEL OF APPLICANTS: AT LEAST 29 CREDIT
HOURS COMPLETED AT THE END OF THE PRESENT
SEMESTER.
US CITIZEN OR PERMANENT RESIDENT VISA.

••••••••••••••• * *.*.* ** •••••••••••••••••

Friday

October 16

THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 22, 1992

1992

NORANDA AWIIINUM

New Madrid, Missouri
Interviewing:

(3) Engineering Management
(2) Electrical Engineers
(2)
(3)

1:00PM - 4:15PM

1992

1 schedule - 13 i nterview openings

Interview date;

THURSDAY, OcToBER 1, 1992

WHERE:

Mechanical Engineers
Metallurgical Engineers

Requirements:

2.7 GPA or above, Junior level

Sign-up dAte'

Thursdgy

DEERE AND COMPANY, WORK ·LOCATIONS IN IOWA AND ILLINOIS,
lIAS REQUESTED THAT WE FURNISH THEIl WITH RESUMES FOR
PRE-SCREENING.
WE WILL ACCEPT AS MANY CO-OP RESUMES AS
WE CAN COLLECT.
JUST DROP OFF A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP
RESUME ON THE ABOVE SIGN-UP DATE.
APTER PRE-SCREENING,
DEERE AND COMPANY WILL SEND THE CO-OP OFFICE A LIST
OF STUDENTS THEY ARE INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING.
THE
LIST SHOULD BE POSTED IN THE CO-OP OFFICE BY MONDAY,
OCTOBER 19, 1992.

Oct . 1. 1992

1 schedule - 10 interview openings

•• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
IOWA DEPARTMEHT OF TRANSPORTATION

Work locations: any of 20+ locations in
Iowa or at the central Complex in Ames, Iowa
Interviewing:
COOPER POWER SYSTEMS

Interviewing:

Electrical Engineera

Requirements: 3.3 GPA or above. Acadellic
level of applicants: at least 30-59 credit
hours completed at the end of the present
semester.
TUrn

in resumes'

ThursdAY

1992

Oct

Civil Engineers

Requirements: 2. 0 GPA or Above. at leaat
59 credit hours completed at the end of
the present semester.

Frankville, Wisconsin

RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED
FOR CO-OP EIIPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE
TURN IN A COPY OF. YOUR CO-OP RESUME TO THE CO-OP
OFFICE ON THE ABOVE DATE.
YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED
1lIRECTLY FROM COOPER POWER SYSTEMS IF THEY ARE
INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING YOU.

Turn

in resumes'

Mondgy

October,

1992

RESUMES ONLY .
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR
CO-OP EIIPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, DROP OFF A COPY
OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME AT THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE ABOVE
DATE.
STUDENTS WILL BE NOTIFIED DIRECTLY FROM IOWA
DEPT. OF TRANSP. IF THEY ARE INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING
YOU.

••••••••••• * ••••• *.* •••••••••• * ••••••••••••

PAUL MUELLER COMPANY

Springfield, Missouri
October

Interviewing: Chemical Engineer., Computer Science,
Electrical Engineers, Engineering J1anaq. .ent, Mechanical
Engineers, and Metallurgical Engineera

1992 Co-op Sign-ups

CO-OP UPLOYXEII'r OPPOIITUWITIZa

Sign-up logAtion'

3030 Norwood Hall
co-op Office

Sign-up houri;

8:00am 1:00pm -

Requirements: 3 . 0 GPA or above. At le.at 80 credit
hours completed at the end of the pre.ent ._eater.
start work spring or summer 93

11:30am
4:15pm

Turn in reaumes'

Additions and/or changes to the Co-op
interview schedules, will b. posted in
the Co-op Office.

•••• * ••••••••••••••••••

1111 • • • • • • • • • •

* ••••••••

Monday

ogtober

1992

RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR
CO-OP EIIPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE DROP OFF
A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP RESUIIE TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE
ABOVE DATE.
PAUL MUELLER COMPANY WILL CONTACT YOU
DIRECTLY IF THEY ARE INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING YOU •

••••• * •••••••• * ••• * ••• * •• * •••••••••••••••••

Interview date'

Thursday

October

1992

Lexington, Kentucky
Interviewing:
Requirements:
S ian-up date'

WOLF CREEK HUCLEAR OPERATING
Wiehi ta,

LEXMARK

Electrical Engineera, computer Science,
Mechanical Engineers, Chemical Engineers
3.0 -

Thurg

3.5 GPA
Oct

completing sophomore year

1 schedule - 12 interview openings

.*••••

Nuclear Engineers

Requirements:

no requirements listed

TUrn in resumes'

Mondgy

October 5

1992

RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR
CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE DROP OFF
A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME AT THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE
ABOVE DATE.
YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED DIRECTLY FROM WOLF
CREEK IF THEY ARE INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING YOU.

1992

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *

Kansas

Interviewing:

~.

*.

• ••••••• * •• '*. '* ••••••• ~ ••••••••••• *** •••••••

Interview date;

GENERAL MOl'ORS

Monday

Noyember

ta

1992

Wentzville, Mis~ouri
Interviewing: Engineering Management, Mechanical Engineers, and Electr i cal Engineers
Requirements:

3.0 GPA or above.

Turn in resumes'

Wed

Oct

sophomores or juniors
1992

•••••••• *** * ** •• * **. *•• * .*.**** •• * •••••• * ••
IBM CORPORATION

Boca Raton,

Electrical Engineers and Chemical Engi-

softball le
fall ball as
Bluff,Mo,
lookedirnP
weeks of
TIte leaJll
frornlasl Y
rnen enter

Sign-up date'

Monday

Oct

19. 1ill

2 schedules - 26 intervie,,! openings
Information meeting Sunday, October 18, 1992
7-9pm, Missouri Room, Univ. ctr.-East
Please attend

...........................................

the beSl of
sity in
runs in th
Christy Cb
driven hon
RBIsing]e

Kansas City, Missouri

Computer Science, Electrical Engineers

Requirements:
3.0 GPA or above. Should have taken or
taking a minimum of 2 classes in your major.

RESUMES ONLY.

Intel-viewing;
neers

SUNRISE/lAD

~' lorida

Turn in resumes '

St. Louis, Missouri

Requirements:

RESUMES ONLY .
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR
CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE DROP OFF
A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME AT THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE
ABOVE DATE.
GM WENTZVILLE WILL CONTACT YOU DIRECTLY IF
THEY ARE INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING YOU.

Interviewing:

MONSANTO AGRICULTURAL DIVISION

Wed

Oct

1992

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR

as"

Interviewing: Electrical Engineers, Engineering Management, and Mechanical Engineers
Requirements: 3.2 gpa or above. USA Citizen.
at least 50 credit hours completed at the end ot the
present semester.

Crede sea
inning. TIt

start work sWlUDer or fall 93

CO-op EM'PLOYMENT' WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE DROP OFF
A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME AT THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE
ABOVE DATE.
IBM IN FLORIDA WILL CONTACT YOU DIRECTLY IF
THEY ARE INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING YOU.

Turn in resumes;

••••• ** * ••••• * ••••••• * •••••••• * * ••• * ••• * •• *

RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR
CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, TURN IN A COPY
OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE ABOVE
DATE.
SUNRISE/lAD WILL CONTACT YOU DIRECTLY IF THEY ARE
INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING YOU.

Interview date;

* ** * •••••••• * ••• *** •• *•••••••••••••••• *•• *.

Wednesday

october 21

1992

Tuesday

Oct. 20

run in the
batterDyI
single,slD
on a sacri
'reachedh,
Chedey.!
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Wray]ed
andscorei
Marvich '
single for

1992

LITTON INDUSTRIES

Springf ield, Missouri

KANSAS CITY TESTING LABORATORIES

Leawood, Kansas
Interviewing; Chemical Engineers, Electrical Engineers,
Mechanical Engineers
Requirements:
2.5 GPA or above. at least 45 credit
hours completed at the end of th~ present semester.

Interviewing: Civil Engineers, Geology, and
Geological Engineers
Requirements:
above.

3.0 GPA or above.

Sophomore level or

themour
plate, Ri
",danR

start work spr ing 93
start work spring or summer.... 93
Sign-up date;

Wed

Oct

1992

2 interview schedules - 24 interview openings

Turn in resumes'

Tuesday

October 20

1992

Bt

RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU ARE ]NTERESTED IN CO-OP EMPLOYMENT
WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE TURN IN A COPY OF YOUR
CO-OP RESUME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE ABOVE.
THE
COMPANY WILL CONTACT - YOU DIRECTLY IF THEY ARE INTERESTED
IN INTERVIEWING YOU.
USDA-SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

Various work locations throughout Missouri
Intex::viewingi

Civil Engineers

Requirements:
required.

2.0 GPA or above.

Turn i n resumes'
RESUMES ONLY.

Thursday

* *••••• *** •••••••••••••••• **.***.* .*.**.*.*
NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

US Ci,tizenship

Oct

1222

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR

CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE TURN IN
A COpy OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME AT THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE
ABOVE DATE.
USDA-SOIL CONSERVATION WILL CONTACT YOU
DIRECTLY IF THEY ARE INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING YOU.

Washington, DC
Interviewing:"' Aerospace Engineers, Math, Ceramic,
Chemical, Ctiemistry, Computer Science, Electrical,
Geophysics, Mechanical, Physics, and Management Systems

DE

Requirements:
2.5 GPA or above. At least 30 credit
hours completed ' 'at the end of the semester.

forUMR
and bun

start work spring ' or summer 93
Turn in resumes;

Wed

Oct

21

~nded

1992

* •••• * ••••••••••••••• * *•••••• * *••• * ••• *. ** *
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RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR
CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE TURN IN
A COpy OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE
ABOVE DATE.

* ••••• * *•• *. * •••••• ** •••• *•• **.* *. ** **. *•••
Interview date'

Tuesday Oct. 27 1222
Wednesday. Oct · 28 1292

OLIN CORPORATION

E. Alton, Illinois

APPITION TO OCTOBER 1992 CO-OP INTERyIEW SCHEPULE

Interviewing: Mechanical Engineers, Metallurgical Engineers, c~emical Engineers, Electrical Engineering,
Engineer~ng Management

Interview

'fhursday

da~e'

Octobe'r 29

avai!abl<
Departn;
Multi·pl
Universi

1992

EMERSON ELECTRIC

Requirements; 2 . 5 gpa or above, US Citizenship
at least 59 credl t hours completed at the '
end at the semester for Mechanical,
Engineering Management, and Chemical
at least 29 credit hours completed at the
at the semester tor Metallurgical and
Elect.rical Engineers

Ava, Missouri
Interviewing:

Mechanical Engineers

Requirements:

2.0 CPA or above.

sign-up date'

Tuesday

October 20

mailed I
ment, III

1292

2 schedules - 24 interview openings
Sign-up date'

Monday

October 12

1992

•••••••••••• * •• * ••••• *. ** •••••• *.* •••••• *.*

2 schedules - 26 interview ' openi';ga
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Cady Miners open fall ball with 3..;0 slate
The UMR Lady Miner's
softball team got into full swing with
fall ball as the team traveled to Poplar
Bluff, Mo. for three games. The team
looked impressive for having only two
weeks of practice under their belts.
The teain has seven players returning
from last year's squad and seven freshmen entering the scene.
In the first game, UMR got
the best of Southwest Baptist University in a 5-4 victory. UMR scored two
runs in the first inning when Senior
Christy Cheeley hit a double and was
driven home by Senior Jenny Crede' s
RBI single. After stealing second base,
Crede scored the second run of the
inning. The Lady Miner's then got a
run in the third inning when leadoff
batter Dyan Risherreached base with a
single, stole second, advanced to third
on a sacrifice by Teri Marvich, and
. reached home on a squeeze play by
Cheeley. UMR then added two runs in
the fourth inning. Freshmen Nicki
Wray led off the inning with a single
and scored on an RBIsingle by Risher.
Marvich then scored Risher with a
single for the second run of the inning.
Crede went the distance on
the mound to gain the victory. At the
plate, Risher was 2 for 4 with 2 runs
and an RBI.

The second game featured
the Lady Miners coming from behind
towinS-70verRendLakeCommunity
College. Rend Lake took the early
lead as they scored six runs in the first
inning, but Pitcher Troci Keen and the

Cheeley and Keen all had singles with
Marvich and Keen getting the RBI's.
Freshmen Stacey Cranmer then

reached base on an errol' and scored on

3-0 in preseason games.
. UMR hit the scoring column
first on a Christy Cheeley home run
in the first inning. The Lady Miner~

Kristan King's double.

First Game
UMR 2 0 I 2 0 0 0 - 5 S I
SBU 20 I 0 100-490
. UMR: Crede and Backues.
SB U: Phillips and Clark.
WP: Crede. LP: Phillips.

Senior Jenny Crede once again is a leader on the Lady Miners softball squad and II large part of the reason the
Lady Miners are 3-0 in fall ball
defense settled down after the fust
inning and played good solid defense
the rest of the game.
The big inning for UMR was
the second inning as the offense
erupted for five runs. In that inning,
the Lady Miners had four consecutive
hits as Risher doubled, and Marvich,

UMR in the second game picking up
the victory. Risher, Marvich and
Cheeley all went 1 lad and King { for
I with two walks.
In the fmal game, the Lady
Miners once again came away-with
a one run decision as they beat Three
Rivers Community College 5-4 to gc

Cheeley with the latter two picking up
RBI's. In the fourth inning, Crede led
off the inning with a single and late~
scored on Amy Buttimer's single. The
fmal run for UMR came in the sixtl;
inning when King singled, stole second, and scored on a Wray single.
Freshman Mary Rohrbacher

Boostet cl-ub offers valuable prizes
PRESS RELEASE

DESIGN CONTEST
DEADLINE EXTENDED
The deadline for designs
for UMR Miner Sweatshirts, ball caps,
and bumper stickers has been extended to noon Friday, October
2nd, according to Frank Lange, President of the Miner Booster Club. He
said, "We received some really good
conceptual designs in the fust round;
however, we would really like and
would want to buy and wear to soccer
matches, football games, and so on."
Entry rules and forms are
available' at the UMR Athletic
Department, room GIO ' Bullman,
Multi-purpose Building and room 113
University Center-West.

The designs should be
mailed to the UMR Athletic Depanment, room GIO Bullman MPB.

'pitched a strong game allowing just
four hits over seven innings while
walking one and striking our four.
Offensively, Cheeley went 2 for 4,
Wray 2 for 3, and Crede I for 2.
The Lady Miners next action will be at home September 26
against East Central College at 10:00
a.m.
The line scores:

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURIROLLA MINER BOOSTER
CLUB/M-CLUB

ENTRY RULES
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA
MINER BOOSTER CLUB AND M-CLUB

COORDINA TED BUMPER
STICKER, BALL CAP, AND
SWEATSIDR DESIGN
CONTEST

COORDINATED BUMPER STICKER, BALL CAP, SWEATSHIRT
DESIGN CONTEST

lst Prize: $ 100
EXTENDED DEADLINE:
Friday, Oct. 2,1992 noon

I.
2.
3.
4.

PLACE:
Athletic Department office,
G I 0, B ullman MUltipurpose
Building, UMR.
For entry forms and additional information go to UMR Athletic Depanment, GIO Bullman Multipurpose
Building or Student Services, 113
University Center-West.

5.
6.
7.
S.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.

The designs should be general in nature and appropriate for all athletic
events (men's and women's) .
The UMR Miner Booster Club will have free, exclusive use of the
designs.
The designs may be slightly adjusted by a professional artist
to enhance the quality.
The design may will be a single color print on a single color back
ground.
University colors (silver and gold) will be used to the extent posiblepreferably one or the other for the background on all three items.
The printing will be on the front of the ball cap and on the front of the
sweatshirt only.
The name(s) of the sponsoring group(s) should not be included in the
design.
The year does not have to be included in the design.
Coordinated designs must be included for all three (3) items (4" x 15"
bumper slicker, ball cap, and sweatshirt).
The deadline is noon, Friday, October 2, 1992 in the UMR Athletic
Department, Office, G-IO, Bullman Multipurpose Building, UMR.
The design competition is open·to anyone who wishes to enter, but only
one set of designs can be submitted 'per person.
There is not entry fee.
The individual whose designs are selected will receive 5100.
The decision of the judges is fma!.

Second Game
Rend Lake 6 0 0 I 0 - 7 9 2
UMR
2 5 0 I x - S9 I
UMR: Keen and Buesch.
Rend Lake: Lockwood, Newton (2)
and GarreT.
WP : Keen. LP: Newton.
Third Game
UMR
1021010-595
Three Rivers 00000 3 I - 442
UMR: Rohrbacher and Cranmer.
Three Rivers: Waitehurst and Hubbert.
WP: Rohrbacher. LP: Waitehurst.

Intramurals
Big Rob's info center

Notice to Intramural managers:
Intramural swimming has bee
changed to October 13 and 15. En
tries will be due October 5th a
8:00pm.
Soccer officials are needed fo
Intramurals. Soccer entries are du
September 28.
Any questions contact Ro
Holder at 341-4106.

OM,R·s Silver Anniversary

~ndustry

Career Day

9:30 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.
September 24, 1992
Multi-Purpose Building
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A variety of companies and organizations wiU be on hand

WI
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.OJ

to promote summer, co-op, full-time employment and to
discuss opportunities in general

* * *

Explore and develop employment options
Talk to employers even if you already have a job
Meet company representatives
Learn where your skills and knowle!1ge fit
into the current employment scene

Bring your resume and your questions,1
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